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Abstract

Studies of the irmnunological envirorulent in the fernale genital tract are critical for

the development of a lnucosal human immunodefìciency virus (HIV) vaccjne or

microbicides. Studies in this area have been confounded by low imrnune cell recovery;

thus, most HfV research has focused on the circulating immune system. Understanding

differences between cervical rrononuclear cells (CMCs) and peripheral blood mononuclear

cells (PBMCs) would aid our understanding of genital tract immune responses. Here, a

non-invasive CMC isolation protocol was refrned, yielding sufficient cells for gene

expression studies. CMCs were coÍìpared to matched PBMCs using Illumina gene

expression arays. There were significant differences in gene expression patterns between

CMCs and PBMCs, including inflammatory pathways. CMC gene expression from HIV

resistant woÍìen was then compared to susceptible women to identify markers of HIV

resistance. Although differences between these groups of women were minimal, irnpofiant

pathways involved in the immune response were differentially expressed by HIV resistant

women.
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l. Introduction

1.1. HIV virus

Human lmmunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is the virus that causes Acquired hnmune

Deficieircy Syndrome (AIDS) [1]. HiV is a member of the virai family Retroviridae,

subfanrily Ofihoretrovirinae and genus Lentivirus. Other members of the Retroviridae

family include Human T-Lymphotropic virus and Feline Leukenia virus [2] This farnily

of viruses is characterized by the presence of two identical positive, single-stranded

ribonucleic acid (RNA) rnolecules as their genomes and by the presence of the viral

reverse transcriptase (RT) enzpeThe Lentivirzs genus causes diseases characterized by

long incubation periods and illnesses of long duration. Other viruses in this genus

include Simian Immunodeficiency Vir-us (SIV) and Equine Infectious Anaemia Virus [2].

I.l.l. HII¡ classtrtcafions

There are two distinct types of HIV, Type 1 and Type 2, which a¡ose from separate

zoonotic transmissions of two different SIV ancestral strains [3]. The majority of disease

found worldwide is caused by HIV-1 [4], and thus will be the focus of this thesis.

There are three goups of HIV-1, designated M (major), N (new) and O (outlier).

M is primarily responsible for causing the globai HIV epidemic. There are eight clades

from the M group of HIV-I: A, B, C, D, F, G, H and J, as well as a diverse array of

circulating recombinant forms (CRFs) derived from the clades [2]. Different clades have

different global dishibutions. B is the major clade found in Canada, while clades A and



D predominate in Kenya [2,5]. Clade D and some CRFs have been associated with a

decreased time of progression to AIDS when cornpared with less virulent clades [6].

1.1.2. Origitts of HIV-l

In 1999, a nev/ isolate of SIV called SIVcpzUS was isolated from chirnpanzees and

found to be highly sirnilar to HIV-1 by sequencing [7]. This SIV strain is now believed

to have recombined with another SiVcpz isoform to form the ancestral strain of HIV-1

t7] It is thus hypothesized that the fìrst HIV-1 infection occurred in Africa by contact

with the bodily fluids of an infected chimpanzee of the subspecies Pan troglodytes

troglodytes [7,8). Although AIDS was first described in the literature in 1981 l9], the

first HIV-1 infectio¡s may have occurred much earlier, with one study estimating the first

zoonotic transmission of HIV-1 as early as 1933 [10].

1.1.3. The HIV-l life cycle

Figure 1 outlines the HIV-I life cycle [11]. The first step in the HIV-i life cycle is

to bind to host target cells [12]. Gp120 proteins on the surface of HIV-1 bind to the host

cell cluster of differentiation 4 (CD4) receptor and generally one of two co-Íeceptors,

chemokine (C-C rnotif) receptor 5 (CCR5) or chemokine (CXC motif) receptor 4

(CXCR4) t131. HIV-1 viruses have specific affinities, or tropisrns, for these chemokine

co-receptors. In the initial stages of HIV-1 infection, the viruses are typically M-tropic

and bi¡d CCR5, which is expressed on macrophages and activated T cells [13,14]. At

later stages of infection, viruses become predominately T-tropic and bind CXCR4, which

is found on activated T cells [13,14].

a
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Following binding to its receptor and co-receptor, the HfV-1 virion fuses with the

host cell and releases its genome and several viral proteins into the cytoplasrn [12]. The

viral RT converts the single stranded viraì RNA genome into double stranded

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which is then irnported into the nucleus and integrated into

the host genome r¿ia the viral integrase enzyme, forming the provirus [15,16]. This

provirus can remain inactive for several years. Once the cell receives an envirorunental

signal such as lumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFcr), nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-

enhancer of activated B OÌFKB) is transcribed and binds the promoter regions of the

HIV-1 genome, inducing HIV-1 genome transcription 117,18]. Host ceil-derived RNA

polymerase synthesizes RNA copies of the viral genome, which can then be translated

and processed into viral proteins. Viral genomes can also be packaged with viral proteins

into nascent viral particles. Once new viruses have been made, they then bud out of the

host cel1, taking parl of the host cell rnembrane wjth them to make up the viral envelope

[11]. Gpal and g¡r120 are expressed on the surface of the new viruses and will bind and

infect new CD4 cells [2].

HIV-l is unable to complete its life cycle without the exploitation of a variety of

host genes. Th¡ee papers published in 2008 identified host factors required by HIV-1

during its life cycle, many of which had not been previously described [19-21]. Althougli

there was little overlap in genes identifìed by these groups, all three suggest a breadth of

host factors that could prove to be potential drug target candidates to limit or prevent the

HIV life cycle in infected patients.

-4-



1.1.4. The IIIV-I genome

The HIV-l genome consists of nine genes: group-specifìc antigen (gag),polymerase

þo[),envelope (env), transactivator (tat), negative replication factor þteJ), regolator of

virion (rev), virion infectivity factor (vifl, viral protein r (vpr) and viral protein u (vpu)

[2]. Tat-Env-Rev (Zev) is another functional HiV-l gene product, fonned by altemative

splicing of the HIV-I genome and the fusion of mt, rev and env 122]. Long tenninal

repeat (LTR) regions of the HIV-1 genome flank either side of the genorne. and play an

imporlant role in the life cycle of HIV-1, although they do not encode proteins. LTRs

facilitate integration of the viral DNA into the host genome, and bind host transcription

regulatory factors (such as NFrcB) and RNA polyrnerase for transcription of the HfV-1

genome [16,i8]. The viral genome is presented in Figure 2.

Gag, pol, and ent¡ are colrunon to all retroviruses l2). Env is a2.6 kb (kilobase pair)

gene that encodes gp160, which is cleaved with host cell-derived furin to fonn viral

envelope proteins gp120 and gp41 [23]. Gag and pol are encoded by the 4.3 kb gag-pol

gene and are synthesized togther as a gag-pol precursor. Gag encodes proteins that make

up the viral core, namely capsid (also known as p24), mahix (p17), nucieocapsid þ9) and

p612,241. Pol encodes three proteins irnportant for infecting host cells: RT (with RNase

H), integrase and protease 12,241. RT rnakes a DNA copy of the RNA genome, fonning

the provirus, and degrades the RNA teurplate usìng its RNase H dornain [15]. Due to a

lack of efficient proof-reading abiiity, RT inakes effors during DNA transcription,

leading to high viral mutation rates of the virus and one rnechanism HIV- 1 uses to escape

the host inmune response [25]. lntegrase is responsible for inserting the DNA into the

host genome126l. Finally, protease processes gag-pol into its substituent proteins [24].

5-
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Tat (2.6 kb) and nef (0.6 kb) are two products of alternative splicing of the HIV- 1

genorne (Figure 2). The tat gene encodes two proteins that bind the first 59 base pairs

(bp) of nascent HIV-I strands (the transactivator active region), and enhance the

transcription of the downstream HIV- 1 genome 121). The nef gene encodes a protein that

has been shown to enhance the endocytocis and degadation of CD4 and Major

Histocompatibility Cornplex (MHC) Class I receptors to enhance cell survival [28]. The

y¿1t fler7a (2.1 kb) encodes a protein that aids in exporting IJIV-1 messenger ribonucleic

acid (mRNA) out of the cell rrucleus before it undergoes alternative splicing into the

mRNAs encoding tat, nef and tev t29]. It acts by binding rev-resportse elements (RREs)

in the HIV-1 genome and then shuttles the corrplex out of the nucleus. This inhibits the

formation of tat and nef proteins, but favours the production of proteins encoded by gog,

pol, and env [291. The protein product of the vif gene (0.5 kb) increases the infectivity of

HIV-i by interfering wìth the activity of host anti-viral protein apolipoprotein B mRNA

editing enzyrre, catalytic polypeptide-like 3G (APOBEC3G) [30]. The vpr gene (291

bp) encodes vpr, which accelerates the production of HIV-1 proteins. It contains nuclear

localization signals and mimics irnportin-8, allowing for the nuclear import of the pre-

integration complex (RT, viral RNA and integrase). Vpr has also been shown to stop

cells in the G2 phase of the cell cycle [3 1]. The vpu gene (2a8 bp) encodes a protein that

helps in the assernbly of new virus particles and aids in tlieir budding out of the cell [32].

Vptt has also been irnplicated in the degradation of CD4 and helps the infected cell

survive to produce more viral particles [32]. The role of tev in the HIV-1 life cycle has

not been well described in the iiterature, but it has tat aird rev functionality itt ttitro and

therefore plays a role in the initial regulation of vims expression [22].

-1-



| .2. HM AIDS epidemic

AIDS is a fatal disease caused by infection with HIV. Since its initial description in

1981 in srnall groups of men in Califomia and New York, AiDS has reached epidernic

proportions worldwjde [9,33]. The 2008 Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS

(1INAIDS) report on the global HIV/AIDS epidemic has put the most recent estimates of

people living with HIV-I at 33 to 36 million [4]. Sub-Saharan Africa is the region

lrardest hit by this epideuric, accounting for 61% of all infections and 15o/o of AIDS-

related deaths (Figure 3) [4].

AIDS is clinically defined as a syndrome comprised of a CD4 count below 200

cells/rni and the presence of opporlunistic infections such as Human Herpesvirus 8 (the

causative agent of Kaposi's Sarcoma), Pneumocystis jiroveci pneumonia and Cattdidiasis

(yeast) infections of the respiratory tract, as well as a positive HIV test [2,9]. Figure 4

shows the relationship between HIV-i virus titres, CD4 counts, and the developrnent of

anti-gp120 antibodies from initial HIV-1 infection to the developrnent of AIDS [34].

Although infected patients are capable of mounting an effective cell-mediated and

humoral irunune response to the HIV-I infection, eventually the irnmune system is

exhausted and AIDS develops. Compromise of the immune system makes the AIDS

patient susceptible to opporfunistic infections and certain malignancies that individuals

with healthy immune responses are usually able to eiiininate'

Several factors influence how long it takes an HIV-1-positive patient to progtess to

AIDS. The clade of virus the patient is infected with has been shown to play a role, as

well as host factors, and will be discussed in a later section of this thesis [6].
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Figure 3: A global view of HIV-I prevalence in 2001 l4l. Figure reproduced with

permission from the 2008 UNAIDS Report on the global AIDS epidemic. Sub-Saharan

African countries have some of the highest prevalence rates in the world. Permission

obtained April 29ù, 2009.
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I .2.l. Routes of HIV-l Transntission

HIV-l is transmitted through direct contact with infected bodily fluids such as

blood, setnen and vaginal fluids. This is achieved through unprotected sexual contact, by

direct inoculation with contaminated needles, by biood transfusions, and from mother to

child during delivery or while breastfeeding. In Sub-Saharan Africa, ihe primary route of

HIV-l infection is through heterosexual intercourse [4].

1.2.2. Treatntent

Although there is currently no cure or vaccine against HIV-I, there are many

treatment regimes that signific.antly increase the lifespan of HIV-1 infected individuals

t35]. Antiretroviral therapy (ART) is an umbrella tenn describing several classes of

drugs that act against HiV-1 at various stages of the viral life cycle (shown in Figure 1)

[36]. Suppressing the viral levels in an infected person allows the irunune system to

recover and prevents infection by opportunistic pathogens [35]. Different classes of

antiretroviral drugs are often taken together to target rnultiple phases of the virus life

cycle. Treatment with combinations of anti-HlV-l drugs is called Highiy Active

Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) 136,311.

The first class of drugs to be discovered and approved for use in patients were

nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) [38]. NRTIs interfere with the

activities of RT by rnirnicking nucleotides, blocking bond fonnation and ultimately lead

to the fonnation of defective HIV-i genornes [38]. A second class of drug also interfere

with the activity of RT, calied non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs).
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NNRTIs bind RT and prevent it from moving along the nascent HIV-1 genolne, blocking

subsequent transcription and effectively freezing it in place [39]. A third class of drug is

the protease inhibitors (PIs). These drugs prevent the processing of HIV-1 proteins into

their active fonns by HIV-1 protease and therefore block the activities and assernbly of

the HIV-i virus [40]. Two relatively new ciasses of drugs are fusion inhibitors and

integrase inhibitors. Fusion inhibitors block the initial association of the virus with its

target cell, by eitherblocking one of its receptors on thehost cell, such as CD4, CCR5 or

CXCR4 (e.g. the CCR5-binding inhibitor Maraviroc) or by binding one of the proteins on

the viral surface involved in gaining cell entry, such as g¡1120 or gp41 (e.g. Enfuvirtide,

which binds gp41) 141,421. lntegrase inhibitors (e.g. raltegravir) work by interfering witir

the activity of integrase, preventing the insertion of the viral genome into host DNA. For

exainple, raltegravir inhibits the strand transfer activity of integrase [43].

Despite the gains made by these drugs in the fìght against the HIV/AIDS epidemic,

the HIV-i virus mutates rapidly, reducing the efficacy of the virus-drug interaction and

results in drug resistant strains. Furthennore, the aforementioned treatments can often be

toxic and have unpleasant side effects [36], and not all HIV-1 infected patients have

access to antiretrovirals (ARVs), especially in developing countries [4]. Consequently,

an effective vaccine and/or microbicide are still needed to stop the spread of this disease.

1.2.3. I4/onten and HIV-I/AIDS

Interestingly, the rate of transmission of HIV-i from men to women is actualiy quite

low (approximately 1 in 200 to 1 in 2000 per coital act); indicating a natural and robust

irurate imrnunity to HIV-I in the female genital tract (FGT) 144). The fact rernains,
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however, that in some parts of the world, wolrìen represent a disproportionately high

percentage of people infected with HIV-1 [45]. |n 2001, 600/o of new infections in Sub-

Saharan Africa occurred in women, the vast rnajority of which were contracted by

heterosexual intercourse [4]. Thus, natural imrnunity to HIV-i in the FGT is not

suffìcient to protect worìen from this vims.

An important factor leading to this increased incidence in women is the lack of

effective female-controlled sexually transmitted infection (STI) prevention methods (with

the exception of the uncommonly used "female condom") [45]. Not all wolnen are

capable of negotiating condorn usage, due to cultural mores or financial restraints in the

sex trade, and thus are at a high risk of exposure to HIV-1 during heterosexual

intercourse [4]. Young women appeil to be at increased risk of contracting HIV-I,

which rnay be the result of the innate physiological properties of an immature genital

tract or epiderniological factors [a5]. Furthennole, sotne studies have linked the use of

hormonal contraception and pregnancy with an increased risk with contracting HIV-1;

however, there is currently much debate about these studies in the literature [46-48].

1 .2.3.1. HIV-1 transmission across the FGT

The prirnary deterrent to HIV-1 infection in the FGT is the epithelial layer. ln the

vagina and ectocervix, the epithelial wall consists of a thick layer of stratified squamous

epithelial celis. In the endocervix, however, the epithelial layer is rnuch thinner,

consisting of one cell layer of columnar epithelial ceils [44]. The endocervix and

transfonnation zone (TZ) between the ecto- and endocervix are believed to be the

primary sites of HIV-1 transmission in the FGT [a9]; however, Thomas Hope et al.has

shown HIV-1 can cross an intact stratified vaginal epithelial layer [50].
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Once the virus has crossed the FGT epithelial layer, it reaches the lamina propria,

which is rich in HIV-I target cells such as CD4+ T cells. There are five mechanisms

described in the literature that are used by HIV-l to traverse the endocervical layer to

establish an infection (Figure 5) [51]. The easiest way for HIV-I to enter the host is

through breaches in the epithelial layer. Breaches can be caused by the presence of other

STIs that cause ulcers, such as gonorrhoea, or through trauma to the FGT [44]. HtV-l

has also been shown to cross intact cervical epithelia through infection of the epithelial

cells thernselves orbytranscytocis of thevirus by epithelial ceils [52]. HIV-1 can also be

transmitted via transmigration of HIV-i-infected donor cells across the epitheiial layer, or

by uptake by sentinel dendritic cells present in the epithelial layer 1511. The role of

dendritic cells, especially the subset expressing the cell surface protein Langerin

("Langerhans cells") in permitting HIV-1 infection in the FGT is unclear, as one study

has shown the uptake of HIV-1 by Langerhan's cells rnay provide protection against

infection by sequestering HIV-1 virions [53], while another sfudy suggests these cells

may become infected and transmit the virus [54]. Once HIV-I has passed the initial

epithelial barrier to fìnd and infect its target cells, infected cells can then inigrate to

draining lyraph nodes, and from there to other lyrnphoid tissue and finally dissernination

in the bloodstrearn [55]. The time HIV-I takes to migrate to the draining l1nnph node

varies between studies, from 24 hours [56] to one week [57] after vaginal SIV inoculation

in primate models, and Dr. Ashley Haase has suggested this time to dissemination may be

a function of the size of the founder HIV-I virus population in the FGT [55].
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Figure 5: HIV-I transmission across the endocervix. [51] Reprinted from The Lancet,

Vol. 369, I.Balzarinl &.L. Van Damme, "Microbicide drug candidates to prevent HIV-I

infection", Page 787, Copyright 2001, with permission from Elsevier (obtained March

12ù,2009). Permission received from the author March Ilh,2009.
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1.2.3.2. Microbicides

This high rate of infection in women indicates a significant need for the

development of a female-conh'olled method to prevent HIV-I transmission. One

prornising method is the development of microbicides and much research has been

focused in this area in recent years. There have been many challenges in this field, and

the several failed microbicide trials show a lack of basic knowledge of the

ímmunobiology of the FGT [58-62].

Six microbicides have undergone large-scale clinical trials. The first candidate

tested was nonoxynol-9 Ql19), an anionic surfactant that is currently available as an

antimicrobial and in spermicides from several companies. This candidate was tested first

as it had been shown to disrupt lipid rnembranes of enveloped viruses such as HIV-I

[63]. However, trials were stopped when it became apparent the women receiving N9

actually experienced higher rates of infection over women using a placebo when used

more than tluee times per day [60]. Trials testing the polyanionic microbicide candidate

cellulose sulphate (Polydex Phannaceuticals) were also halted in 200'1 because women

using this microbicide candidate were found to be at a higher risk of contracting HIV-l

over wolllen using a placebo [60].

Canaguard (FMC Biopolymer) is a caffageenan-based microbicide whose trials

ended in unsuccessfully 2007 with no safety concerns [60]. Carageenan is a sulphated

polysaccharide that also disrupts the lipid mernbrane envelopes of HiV-l viruses [63].

Despite the safety of this microbicide candidate, there was no decrease in HIV-I

transmission in the test group over the placebo goup [62]. Microbicide triais testing the

antimicrobial agent from Cellegy Phannaceuticals known as C31G were stopped as this
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candidate was also found to have no effect in decreasing susceptibility to HIV-1 infection

t60l

PRO2000@ from lndevus Pharmaceuticais is a sulfonated polyanionic compound

that interferes with the interaction between HIV-1 and dendritic cells present in the FGT,

thus blocking infection by HIV-1 [6a]. Clinical trials with PRO2000@ showed the group

of women using this microbicide candidate had a 30o/o lower rjsk of HIV- 1 infection than

woûren using a placebo.

Finally, BufferGel@ (ReProtect, Inc.) has a different mode of action than the

previously described microbicides. It is an acidic-buffering systern ihat rnakes the FGT

less hospitable to pathogens [ó5]. However, in clinical trials it was not shown to reduce

the risk of HIV-1 transmission to women during vaginal intercourse.

In addition to the above described microbicide candidates, there many new

fonnulations described in the literature and rnany more in the pipeline. The efficacy and

safety of the new compounds must be detennined by clinical trials. One prornising

candidate, glycerol monolaurate, was recently shown to decrease SIV transmission in

rhesus rnacaque rnonkeys by decreasing the inflammatory response associated with SIV

challenge [66]. Several groups are also working on ARV-based microbicides, such as the

inclusion of the HIV-i entry inhibitor griff,rthsin in a topical microbicide 167), or by the

sustained release of ARVs by vaginal rings [68]. However, as demonstrated by the

failure of the N9 and cellulose sulphate trials, more knowledge of the FGT is needed to

prevent such failures from happening in the future. Identification of host innate factors

that successfully block HIV-1 transmission, such as tetherin, APOBEC3G, and tripartite

rnotif-containing 5 (TRIM5a.), js an irnportant and exciting new prospect in the
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microbicide field 169-111. As these compounds would be extensions of the pre-existing

immune envirorunent present in the FGT, they could potentially have fewer side effects

and provide better protection against HIV-1 transmission.

1.3. The human immune systern

The human imrnune system can be divided into two general types of responses,

namely the innate and adaptive immune responses [72]. It can also be divided into

systernic and mucosal cornpartrnents [73]. The systernic compartment is the circulatory

irrulune system, or the immune response in the blood. Mucosal immune responses occur

at surfaces that are points of contact for pathogens, for exarnple the mouth, gut,

respiratory tract, or the FGT [72].

1.3.1. Irutate intntune response

The innate immune response is the first line of defence against microbial infectìons.

It is rapid, less specific than the adaptive immune response, and can recognize general

pathogen-associated moleculal pattems (PAMPs) 172]. The filst and most irnporlant

components in the imate immune response ale bariers. Epithelial cells provide an

excellent barrier against microbial infection by physically blocking access to target cells

112). They also express receptors that recognjze PAMPs, such as toll-like receptors

(TLRs), and can express innate factors such as defensins and other antimicrobial

peptides. Defensins provide another barier to miclobial infection [72]. Defensins ale

charged particles that cause pores to fonn in bacterial and fungal cell mernbranes, causing
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cell death. Defensins are also effective in eliminating viruses, and have been shown to

inhibit HIV-1 replication [74].

1.3. 1.1. Toll-like receptor sienalling

Toll was first descdbed in Drosophila melanogaster, and its fìrst human

homologue, TLR (now known as TLR4), was described by Medzhitov and Janeway in

1991 U5). TLRs consist of external and internal binding domains. The extemal binding

domain consists of tandem leucine-rich repeats and recognizes PAMPs [75]. The

cytoplasmic tail of a TLR has Toll/interleukin-l (TIR) receptor domain [75]. TIR

domains interact with and signal through the TlR-binding dornain of either the rnyeloid

differentiation primary response gene (MyD88), which signals through the My-D88-

dependent pathway, the TIR domain-containing adaptor protein (TIRAP)/MaI, which

signais via the MyD88-dependent and independent pathways, or tllough the TIR-

domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-B (TRIF) protein in the MyD88-

independent pathway [76].

TRlF-mediated TLR signaliing ieads to the activation of the interferon (IFN)-B

promoter and the NFrcB-dependent prornoter [77]. This results in the production of

inflamrnatory cytokines as well as IFN-p, leading to the fonnation of an anti-viral state

1771. TLR signalling tluough MyD88 and TIRAP/MaI leads to the induction of the

NFrcB-dependent promoter and production of inflammatory cytokines [78-80].

TLR2 is an irnportant molecule in the recognition of peptidoglycan fiom gram-

positive bacterial species [81] and signals tluough the MyD88-dependent pathway [82].

TLRi associates with TLR2 and recognizes triacyl lipopeptides, a component of the

Mycobacterial cell wali [83]. TLR2 aiso associates with TLR6 to recognize diacyl
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lipopeptides, a surface component of Mycoplasnta spp. [84]. Interestingly, Lactobacillus

spp. are gram-positive bacteria and are the dominant component of the vaginal microflora

and therefore could potentially be recognized by TLR2 [85]. TLR5 recognizes bacterial

flagella and also signals through the MyD88-dependent signalling pathway [86].

TLR3 recognises double-stranded RNA [87], and TLRs I and 8 recognise short

sequences of single-stranded RNA [88]. These three isofonns are therefore irnportant in

viral PAMP recognition. TRIF binds the TIR domain of TLR3 and consequently signals

through the MyD88-independent.pathway 116). Signalling initiated tluough TLR3

therefore leads to the production of IFNB and an anti-viral state t87]. A recent study with

Herpes Simplex Virus Type-Z (HSV-2) showed triggerìng TLR3 successfully inhibited

HSV-2 replication but also suggested this activation could increase susceptibility to HIV-

1 infection due to increased recruitment of activated T cells [89]. TLRT/8 signals

througìi MyD88 and leads to the production of inflammatory cl4okines [88]. This

pathway also leads to Type I interferon production by IRFT (interferon regulatory factor

l), and consequently produces an anti-viral state in a MyD88-dependent, TRIF-

independent mechanisrn [76]. Although these molecules lead to the induction of an anti-

viral state, activation of TLRT has been implicated in HIV-I pathogenesis [90]. HIV-I

transcription is induced by NFrB, and NFrcB is induced by the MyD8S-dependent TLR

signalling pathway. Consequently, increased TLRT expression in the FGT could increase

HIV-I infection susceptibility and thus would not make a good microbicide target

I I 7,1 8,90].

TLR4 binds lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a component of the outer membranes of

gram-negative bacteria [91]. TLR4 is capable of signailing by MyD88, TIRAP/Ma1 and
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TRIF and consequently leads to the production of inflammatory cy'tokines and IFN-

þ [92]. lnterestingly, TLR4 is the only bacterial surface PAMP-responsive TLR that

induces IFN-p, but rnay also recognize viral-associated proteins [93]. Several STIs are

associated with grarn-negative bacteria, including Neisseria gonnorhea and Chlan'tydia

trachontatis, the causative agents of gonorrhoea and chlamydia, respectively, both of

which have been associated with increased susceptibility to HIV-1 infection 194,95).

TLR9 recognizes CpG DNA fi'om both bacterial and viral pathogens [96], and

signals via MyD88 [76]. TLRS produces an anti-viral state using the same mechanism as

TLRT/8 [76]. Human Papillornavirus (HPV) has been shown to down reguiate TLR9

[e1).

1.3.1.2. Cell-mediated irurate imrnunjty

There is also a cell-mediated component to the in¡late immune response.

Neutrophils, macrophages, natural killer (NK) cells and dendritic cells (DCs) all play a

roie in the relatively non-specific killing of foreign organisrns [72]. Neutrophils,

rnacropirages and DCs engulf pathogens and destroy them intracellularly. Neutrophils

reside in the circulatory irunune system and are one of first responders at the site of

infection, whereas rnacrophages tend to arrive later 198]. Dendritic cells are often found

localized at mucosal surfaces and act as sentinels [99]. Macrophages and DCs are

capable of presenting antigens frorn bacterial pathogens to the adaptive immune response

on Major Histocompatibility Cornplex (MHC) Class II receptors, triggering the next

phase in the immune response [72]. NK cells recognize infected host cells via surface

receptors [100]. Activation receptors recognize host stress rnolecules, and inhibitory

receptors recognize Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) and MHC markers. The absence
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of MHC or HLA tends to be a sign of viral infection, and leads to the disinhibition of NK

cells and the thus activation of NK-cell rnediated cytotoxicity. NK cells then go on to kiìl

infected host cells, allowing macrophages and DCs to ingest the infecting microbes and

link to the adaptive irrmune response [100].

i .3.1 .3. Effector proteins and c]¡tokines

Effector proteins also play an irnportant role in the inxate immune response 172].

Complement cascade proteins are found in plasma and cause the lysis of microbes. Side

products of the complement cascade can act as signalling molecules and recruit the cell-

mediated aspect of the innate irnmune response to the site of infeclion 172). Complernent

proteins also coat the surface of pathogens, making thern easier to be engulfed by

neutrophils and macrophages in a process called opsonisation. Other innate proteins

involved in opsonisation are the serum proteins C-reactive protein and mannose-binding

leclin 172).

Cells of the inlate immune system also secrete small proteins called cytokines

and chemokines when they are stilnulated by the presence of a microbial pathogen.

Cytokines and chemokines play several roles in the regulation of the irunune response.

They act as secondary signals and their presence is critical for the proper activation of the

adaptive imrnune response. They also play roles in augmenting or decreasing the

rnagnitude of the immune response [72]. Cytokines are important coordinators of the

imrnune system and are expressed by nearly all the cells in the body [72]. Upon

receiving environmental signals, cytokines are released and bind to receptors on their

target celis and trigger intracellular signalling. Cytokines can be loosely grouped into

tirree farnilies based on their tertiary structures: the hematopoietins, the interferons and
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the TNF famlly 172). Chemokines are a class of cytokines that are primarily involved in

chemoattraction [101]. Subclasses of chernokines include the CXC, CC, C and CX3C

farnilies [101]. Cytokine receptors can be divided into four families: Class I, Class II,

TNF receptor and the chemokine receptor family 1121. A¡other useful way to classify

cytokines is based on their functionality. C¡okines play a role in the inflamrnatory

response [102] and are also irnportant in T and B cell proliferation and differentiation

[103,]04]. This thesis focuses on the roles of cytokines in the inflammatory response.

There is no distinct boundary between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, and

some cytokines play a role in both processes; however, these are conunon tenns when

describing the function of cytokines. Pro-inflammatory cytokines have irnportant roles in

activating the inflammatory response [102]. One irnporlant trigger of the inflarnmatory

response is the TLR signalling pathway. TLRs are stimulated by PAMPs, leading to

intracellular signalling transduction and the eventual transcription of NFrB. NFrcB then

activates transcription of pro-inflammatory cytokines [80].

The inflammatory response plays an irnportant role in the immune system.

Inflammation is characterized by heat, pain, redness and sweiling [105]. At the onset of

an infection, it ensures the cells of the ilrunune systern reach the site of infection. To

cause this, pro-inflarnmatory cytokines such as ILI and IFNy increase vascular

penneability [106]. ILI and TNF function to increase the adhesive properties of the

endothelial wall by triggering them to increase expression of E- and P-selectins. These

selectins interact with surface markers of neutrophils, allowing them to bind the

endothelial wall and exit the vascular systern [107]. Chernokines, such as MIP-1cr/P, iL8

and CCLl, then act as chemoattractants, causing the neutrophils and the later-arriving
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monocytes to rnigrate to the site of infection. Once they have arrived, neutrophils and

rnacrophages (mature monocytes) engulf pathogens and further secrete inflammatory

cytokines to attract other cells to the site. Resident dendritic cells also engulf pathogens,

at which point they mature and travel to a nearby lynph node to present antigens to

lyrrphocytes [72].

Although the inflammatory process is irnporlant in rnounting an effective

response to pathogens, over-activation of this process leads to cell and tissue darnage.

High levels of inflammatory cytokines and tissue damage have been suggested to

increase susceptibility to HiV infection t108]. Anti-inflammatory cytokines are

irnportant to mediate the effects of the inflamrratory response. These cytokines generally

operate by suppressing the transcription of cytokines or by antagonizing their activity

[ 1 0e].

1.3.2. Adaptive intntune response

The adaptive immune response is larger in magnitude and more specific than the

imate irnmune response [72]. This ann of the immune response also has a memory

component, whereby if the same pathogen infects again, the second response is greater

and faster than the initial response. The innate immune response provides two signals for

the activation of the adaptive immune response t110]. Antigen pr:esentation by

nacrophages and DCs are important to direct specihcity to a specific pathogen, but a

second signal is also required to ensure only the proper activation of the adaptive immune

response [110]. One example of a secondary signal is CD80, which is up-regulated by

monocytes upon activation of TLRs 112). The adaptive irunune response is divided into
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two components: cell-mediated and humoral irnmunity. Important cell types in the cell-

mediated arm of the adaptive immune response are T and B cells

MHC (called HLA in humans) receptors are important rnolecules in the immune

response. MHC Class I receptors are found on all nucleated ceils and present normal

"self' peptides (or "antigens"). When a cell is infected with an intracellular pathogen,

MHC Class I receptors display non-self antigens and thus provide evidence to the

immune system that the cell must be eliminated. MHC Class II receptors are only found

on professional antigen presenting cells (APCs) and activated T cells. APCs link the

innate and adaptive response, ensuring a highly specific and effective imllune response

to a pathogen 172).

T cells are primarily responsible for the cell-rnediated adaptive irnmune response.

There are two kinds of T cells: CD8 positive (CD8+) and CD4 positive (CD4+), so

named due to markers on their cell surfaces. CD4+ cells bind MHC Class I and II

receptors on professional APCs th'ough their T cell receptors and become activated if

their antigens are recognized. CD8+ cells are also referred to as cytotoxic T llnnphocytes

(CTLs), as they recognize and kill infected cells presenting foreign antigen on their MHC

Class I receptors. CD4+ cells are also referred to as T helper cells (Ts) because they

coordinate the adaptive imrnune response. There are two Ts subsets: T¡11 and T¡12. In

general, T¡-¡1 cells assist CD8+ cells in elirninating infected host cells, and T¡12 cells assist

B cells, which ploduce antibodies 112]. CD4+ cells are also the cells that are targeted by

Hrv-l [2].

The humoral imrnune response is provided by the actions of antibodies. Antibodies

are proteins that bind specific antigens and are secreted by B cells. Antibodies play
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several important roles in the elimination of microbes. First, they can neutralize

pathogens by binding them, preventing them from enteríng a cell. Second, they carr

protect the host by binding toxins produced by infecting organisrns. Antibodies can also

lead to the elimination of infected host cells by binding them and attracting NI( cells.

Finally, antibodies can also coat the surface of bacteria, for opsonisation or to activate the

complement cascade [72].

1.3.3. Vaccines

The principle behind vaccination is to provide safe exposure to a pathogen or part

of a pathogen and prime the irnmune response so that at a subsequent exposure the

adaptive inunune response will be quicker and of larger rnagnitude. There have been

several HIV-1 vaccine trials; however, none have provided protection, and the lvierck

STEP trial may have increased susceptibility to HIV-1 infection in people receiving the

vaccine over control groups [111]. HfV-l vaccine research is confounded by many

issues, such as the breadth of HIV-I sequence diversity across clades, which makes

epitope selection challenging, and the adaptability of the virus that aliows it to evade the

imrrune response [112]. Furthermore, there is no clear understanding of which epitopes

would provide the best protection. Finally, as HIV-1 infects activated imrnune cells,

vaccination could put people at risk for infection It 12]. An effective t,accine is critical to

stop the spread of HiV-l, but it is also irnportant to ensure the vaccine provides

protection at the site of infection. For Sub-Saharan Afi:ican women, this l¡eans a vaccine

capable of producing a safe and robust immune response in the FGT.
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1.3.4. Mucosal iruntunity

The FGT is a rnucosal immune site. Generally, mucosal sites are primarily

protected by innate immune mechanisms, but adaptive immune responses are also present

[72). Like most mucosa] sites, there must be a balance between the induction of a full

inmune response in the presence of a pathogen, but not in the presence of benign or

essential extemal factors such as spenn or natural flora [99].

Cell-mediated aspects of the innate and adaptive immune responses play important

roles in immune protection in the FGT. High levels of macrophages and DCs are found

in tlre FGT, and are aI particularly high concentrations in the TZ between the ecto- and

endocervix [113]. lntraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) are a heterogeneous group of

lyrnphocytes present at mucosal surfaces [114]. The distribution of cells varies widely

tln-oughout the FGT, but appear to be at their highest concentration in theTZ [113]. One

study on tire ìristopathology of cells in theT:Zshowed an abundance of CD8+ and CD4+

IELs, indicating this site as a potential target for HIV-l infection invivo [113].

There is also an antibody-mediated aspect to mucosal imrnunity. In general, the

lnost abundant type of antibody present at r¡ucosal surfaces is IgA, however, secretory

IgG is the dominant isotype in the FGT [115].

The natural baniers plesent at the FGT alone are clearly insufficient to protect

against all FGT infections. However, the FGT is necessarily a site of immunological

balance. Not only must the host be protected frorn pathogens, but this site must also be

permissible to sperm and natural flora. Consequently, care must be taken to ensure that

any alterations to immunological activity at this site (for example, the application of a

microbicide) do not upset this delicate balance [1 16].
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1.3.4.1. Tolerance

Mucosal sites represent points of contact between the host and the environment.

Consequently, there is near constant antigenic chalienge at these sites, most of which is

caused by hannless environmental factors. Mucosal surfaces thus tend to take an

"iml¡unotolerant profile", or a state where the presence of antigens does not always

trigger an irurune response 199]. The mechanisms causing mucosal sites to adopt an

immunotolerant profile have not been fully described in the literature. One suggested

inechanism for the induction of tolerance at gut mucosal surfaces is tolerogenic DCs.

DCs are abundant at mucosal surfaces, and are constantly processing antigens from these

sites [99]. Semi-activated DCs express low levels of co-stimulatory molecuies (CD80,

CD86 and CD40) arrd sarnple the envirorunent continuousiy. When the incornpletely

activated DCs travel to their draining lyrnph node, they present antigens to T cells and

cause them to undergo apoptosis or differentiate into regulatory T cells t117]. Although

this phenolrenon has not been described in tire FGT, it is reasonable to anticipate a

similar mechanism to work at this site.

1.3.4.2. Mucosal immune responses to HIV-1

Several studies have documented host factors present in the FGT that play a role in

both protection from and susceptibility to infection, including the role of nafural

rricrobiota [16,118]. A low potential of hydrogen (pH) and a diverse array of anti-

microbial peptides provide natural protection against some pathogens [118,119], and it is

reasonable to assume that sirnilar factors may protect against HIV-1. Mucosal responses

against HIV-I are best characterized in individuals who remain relatively resistant to
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HiV-1 infection despite repeated exposure.

discussed in a later section.

Mechanisms of HIV-l resistance will be

1.4. HIV-1 resistance

HIV-1 resistance is defined as remaining HIV-i-uninfected despite documented

exposure to HIV-1 [95]. This phenolnena is documented in many groups: commercial

sex workers [95], discordant couples (where one partner is HIV-1 positive and the other

is not, and the couple continues to haveunprotected sex [20]), newboms fi-om HIV-1-

infected mothers [12i], injection drug users 1122), exposed health care workers [123],

and people who engage in other fonns of higher r-isk sexual activities (e.g. rnen who have

unprotected sex with rnen [124]).

Long tenn non-progressors (LTNPs) are a group of individuals who are HIV-i

infected and progress more slowly to AiDS than other HIV-I infected patients. LTNPs

can act as another model of HIV-1 resistance because, although they are HIV-1 infected,

they are resistant to disease progression. These individuals sometimes share

irnmunological features with HIV-1 resistant .wolnen, and represent another important

study group to understand the resistance and susceptibility to HIV-I infection and

pathogenesis [125].

I .4. 1 . Correlates of protection

There is no one "resistance phenotype" across ail highly exposed, persistently

seronegative (HEPS) cohorts [125]. However, different HEPS goups do tend to show
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immune responses to HIV-i, including cell-mediated, huinoral and innate irnrnune

responses. lnterestingly, the maintenance of HIV-1 resistance seems to require continued

exposure, and several sludies have documented the loss of HIV-1 resistance after a period

of decreased HIV-I exposure 1125,126). Some studies suggest increased immune

activation as a potential rnechanisrn for HIV-l resistance 1127,128) while other studies

suggest lower basal immune activation is irnportant for the maintenance of the HEPS

phenotype U25,129).

1 .4. 1 .l . irutate immune and genetic markers of HIV- i resistance

Several alleles and genetic polymorphisms for genes encoding parls of the innate

immune system have been described as reducing susceptibility to HIV-l infection as well

as slowed disease progression. Interestingly, sorne polyrnorphisms have different

impacts, depending on the ethnic background of the HEPS cohorts studied t130]. Sorne

alleles encoding receptors for NI( cells [131] and polyrnorphisms in the promoter region

of the Regulated on Activation Nonnal T Cell Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) gene,

a chemokine whose receptor is also CCR5 []30], have been correlated to decreased rate

of disease progression. Increased RANTES levels have also been correlated with HIV-1

resistance 1132). CCL3LI is another ligand for CCR5, and increased copy numbers of

this gene are correlated with reduced susceptibility to HIV-I infection, and lead to a

decrease in CCR5 expression [133]. Polynoryhisms in other chemokine gerles have also

been correlated with altered susceptibility to HIV-1 infection in a variety of cohorts

[130]. lncreased expression of APOBEC3G !341, acute-phase arnyloid A protein [135],

IL-22 [135], and polyrnorphisms in the TRIM5o, gene [136] have also been correlated

with decreased susceptibility to HIV- 1 infection and slower disease progression.
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Genetic polymo¡phisms of genes involved in the adaptive imrnune response play

a role in susceptibility to HIV-l infection. The widely-described CCR5A32 mutation

confers resistance to infection as it prevents HiV-1 from binding the CCR5 co-receptor

[f 30]. Different HLA alleles have been associated with protection against HiV-l

progression in different HEPS groups [130]. HLA-B*57 andB+21 are associated with

decreased disease progression, and HLA supertype A216802 has been associated with

HIV-l resistance in the Pumwani cohort [130,137]. It should be noted that these alleles

do not provide protection against HIV-1 infection in all populations [130].

1.4.1.2. Humoral markers of resistance

Some (but not all) HEPS cohofis have antibodies directed against HIV-1 receptors

orrnucosal antibodies directed against HIV-1 [125]. ln the systemic compartment, anti-

CD4 antibodies bind CD4 antigens that are exposed only after the binding of gpi 20 were

described in a cohort of HEPS individuals in 1996 11251. There have also been anti-

CCR5 antibodies found in HEPS cohorts described in the literature, and these antibodies

could possibly lead to the down regulation of CCR5 expression and a consequent

reduction of HIV-l infection [138]. Protective IgA antibodies in the FGT have also been

described in HEPS cohorts and are hypothesized to bind CCR5 or HIV-1. Anti-CCR5

IgA has been shown to block transcytocis of HIV-I in one cohort [139], but in others the

protective capacity of antibodies is less clear li40]. lnterestingly, HIV-i-neutralizing

IgA has been isolated frorn HEPS individuals without the presence of circulatory IgM or

IgG, suggesting protective mechanisms present in the genital tract are not necessarìly

reflected in the systernic compartment 1125]. Secreted IgG may also be important for

mucosal HIV-I resistance [115]. However, some studies have shown that the presence of
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anti-Hlv-i IgA is more of a correlate of exposure than of resistance to HIV-I infection

ll41l.

1.4.1.3. Cell-mediated immune markers of resistance

Several HEPS cohofis have described the presence of anti-HlV-l CD8+ T cells in

the systemic and mucosal compartments as a correlates of protection against infection

U42-1461. These cells recognize different epitopes than the CD8+ cells found in HIV-1

infected individuals [147] and respond with a lower rnagnitude as ilreasured by IFNy

I I 48].

HIV-1 specifìc CD4+ cells have also been described in HEPS cohorls

[146,149,150]. These cells recognize different HIV-1 epitopes than CD4+ cells isolated

from HIV-1-infected patients and expressed lower levels of CXCR4 [125,150]. HEPS

individuals \Ã/ere also characterized as having more systemic regulatory T cells

(CD4+CD25+), suggesting a role for decreased immune activation in resistance to HIV-1

infection [151,]521.

L4.2. The Pumwani sex worker cohort

The Pumwani sex worker cohort in Nairobi, Kenya was first established in 1985

and studies of the immunobiology of HIV-1 infection in these women have been ongoing

fol over twenty years. Over 3000 worren have been enrolled in this cohort to date.

Fowke et al. observed in 1996 that there was a decreased risk of the women acquiring an

HIV-1 infection the longer they were enrolled in the cohort (Figure 6) 195]. Since that

time, many studies have come out of work with this cohort in an attempt to characteize
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the mechanism(s) of HIV-1 infection and protectjon from infection. One of the rrost

corlmon correlates of HIV-I resistance, the CCR5A32 mutation, does not occur in

African populations and thus does not appeil to piay a role in HIV-1 resistance in this

cohofi [1 30].

There are many correlates of protection against HIV-I infection that have been

described for this cohofi, both systemically and in the genital tract. In terms of cell-

mediated immune responses, HEPS women have been shown to have broad HIV-1-

specific CD8+ responses, both systernically and in the FGT 1142,743,153]. lnterestingly,

the rnagnitude of the CD8+ responses were greater in the FGT than in the peripheral

circulation, suggesting higher protection against HIV-1 infection in the genital tract of

HEPS wotren, which is important as the primary route of transmission in this cohort is

heterosexual intercourse [154]. There is an increased level ofcirculating regulatory T

cells in HIV-1 resistant worlen, again suggestirig arole forreduced immune activation in

HIV- 1 resistance 1129).
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Probability of remaining HIV-î seronegatlve

Time (years)

Figure 6: I(aplan-Meier survival curve [55]. This data shows a decrease in HIV,I

seroconversion as a function of increased time of follow up in the Pumwani cohorl.

Reprirrted fi'om hnlnunology Letters, Vol. 66, F.A. Plummer et al, "Resistance to HiV-l

infectjon among highly exposed sex workers in Nairobi: what mediates protection and

why does it develop?" Page 28, Copyright 1999, with permission from Elsevier (obtained

May 7tr' 2O0g). Permission frorn the author received June 25, 2009.
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There have also been humoral correlates of protection described for thjs cohort,

prirnarily in the FGT. The presence of mucosal anti-HIV-1 IgA has been described in

these women [156,157], although it is unclearif antibodies are a marker of protection or

an indication of exposure Ii41].

There are several mucosal correlates of protection against HIV,l infection

described in the Pumwani HEPS woÍren. Mucosal HIV-I-specific CD8+ cells and

increased T cell recruitment have been shown to be correlated with HIV-1 resistance

L132,143). Increased mucosal levels of the chemokine RANTES, as well as anti-

proteases from the se¡pin B family, alpha-2 macroglobuiin-like 1, and cystatin A have all

been correlated with resistance in this cohort [132,158]. RANTES binds CCR5, and

elevated levels could potentially inhibit the binding of HIV-1 to its co-receptor, although

it rnay also recruil CD4 cells to the site of infection [l32]. Serpins and alpha-2

rnacroglobulin-like I inhibit the inflalrunatory proteases cathepsins and elastases [159-

161]. These proteins could potentially play an impofiant role in decreasing inflammation

and therefore decreasing the availability of activated T cells for HIV-I infection.

Cystatins interfere with HIV-I processing, which is again of obvious benefit to prevent

HIV- 1 infection [1 58,1 62].

There have been several studies on detennining genetic correlates of resistance in

the Pumwani cohort. HLA alleies at the A+0202, A*6802, DPAI, DQBI, DRB, and

other loci have been associated with HIV-l resistance, which could play a role in HIV-I

antigen presentation and the development of an effective immune response [137,163-

165]. Other genetic correlates of protection identified in this cohort are polyrnorphisms

in interferon regulatory factor 1 (IRF-l) [166]. IRF-I regulates the transcription of
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interferons, which play a key role in antiviral responses and thus the role of

polyrnorphisms in providing a protective immune response to HIV-I is critical to

understand [166]. To better understand cellular and immunological processes occurring

in HIV-1 resistant worren, and to discover new genetic correlates of resistance, whole

genome expression anaiyses have been performed on CD4+ cells and whole blood of

HEPS \¡/omen. These expression arrays have both shown a distinct genetic profile in

HIV-1 resistant worren, further suggesting a genetic basis for HIV-1 resistance

1129,1611. HoweveL, to date no whole genorne expression analyses have utilized

leukocytes from the genital tract of HIV-1 resistant wotnen.

Although there have been many correlates of resistance described in this cohort, it

can be difficult to understand how all these different factors are related. One rnodel

proposed by Fowke et al to explain the HIV-1 resistant phenotype of this cohort is that of

iinrrune quiescence 1129,1521. Lower basal immune gene expression as shown by gene

expression profiling of CD4+ cells, combined with increased levels of circulating

reguiatory T cells of HIV-1 resistant wornen suggest lower basal immune activation over

HIV-1 susceptible worlen 1129,152). This decreased irunune activation and a well-

described Hlv-l-specifìc CD8+ response suggest HEPS women rnay be able to

successfully avoid HIV-1 infection despite exposure. This model would be strengthened

by more in-depth gene expression analyses at the genital tract level of these same \ryomen

to confinn tiris proposed decreased basai immune activation at the site of HIV-I

exposure.
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1.5. HIV-1 research and genome-wide studies

Genome-wide expression studies allow for the discovery of compietely novel

factors to be identified in characterizing biological phenornena. These studies also allow

for the study of entire ceìl signalling pathways that would not be elucidated by cell

pìrenotyping or more targeted biochemical studies. To date, there have been no published

genome-wide expression studies on cells from the female genital tract. There are,

holever, disadvantages to genome-wide association studies. First, it is difficult to get an

idea of the differences in cell population composition between two different test groups

rvhen examining RNA isolated from rnixed cell populations (e.g. llrnphocytes). Also,

small and potentially irrporlant differences in gene expression in one specific cell subset

can be lost [168,169]. Despite the drawbacks, genome-wide studies are currently one of

the best mechanisms to discover new biological processes between different phenotypes.

Several interesting genome-wide and proteome-wide studies have already ernerged

fiom the Pumwani cohoñ 1129,158,167]. In addition, Brass et al.Zhotet al. andKonig

et al used genome-wide siRNA analysis to identify novel host factors exploited by HIV-l

during its lifecycle Ll9-211. This thesis aims to add to the current body of krowledge of

HIV-1 resistance by characterizit'tg the gene expression profìles cells frorn the FGT of

indivduals who are resistant to HIV-l infection.
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2. Hypothesis, rationale, and specific objectives

The FGT is the prirnary site of HIV-l transmission in the women from Pumwani

cohort. Identification of host innate factors that inhibit HIV-1 transmission is an exciting

new prospect in the microbicide field, as these cornpounds would be extensions of the

pre-existing immune environment present in the FGT and could potentially have fewer

side effects and provide betterprotection against HIV-l transmission. Previous work has

shown there is differential protein expression detected in the cericovagìnal iavages of

HEPS woillen as compared to susceptibie women [132,158]. There is a distinct gene

expression profile in CD4+ cells and the whole blood of HIV-1 resistant women

1129,1671 Fufthermore, CD8+ responses to HIV-l are detected in the genital tract of

HIV-1 resistant worren and are of greater rnag:ritude in tlie FGT when cornpared with

systemic responses, suggesting a difference in tiie magnirude of HIV-I responses

between the genital tract and the periphery []a3]. Aliliough there have been many

immune factors described in the genital tract of HIV-1 resistant \Ã/omen in the Pumwani

cohort, there is little information regarding factors regulating these responses, especially

gene expression patterns in these worlen. A better idea of cellular processes occurring in

the genital tract would be of great benefit to understanding mechanisms of HIV-I

resistance in the FGT. Taking this previous work into consideration, the rationale for the

following hypothesi s was formul ated :

There is differential gene expression in the genital tract of HIV-i resistant women when

compared to susceptible women that mediates biochemical pathways that reduce theil

susceptibility to HiV- I infection.
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To test this hypothesis, this thesis attempts to fulfìll three specific objectives:

Objective 1: Examine gene expression pattems in cen,ical mononuclear cells (CMCs)

and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) to identify irnporlant differences

between the systemic and mucosal immune compafiments.

Objective 2: Cortpare gene expression patterns of CMCs isolated from HIV-i resistant

women and HlV-susceptible wornen to identify markers of HIV-1 resistânce in the FGT.

Obiective 3: Examine changes in gene expression patterns of CMCs from HIV-I

resistant and susceptible women after HIV-i antigenic challenge.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1 . Generaì laboratory materials:

3.1.1. Solutions

PBS + 2% FCS

48.5 gPBS (137.93 mMNaCl,2.6l nMKCl,8.1 rnMNa2HPOq,t.47 mMKH2pOa)

20 ml Fetal Calf Serum (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

to 1L with sterile-filtered double distilled H2O (ddH2O)

7 5o/o Ethanol

750 ul 100% ethanol

250 ul RNase-free water (from RNeasy MinElute Kit)

TE buffer pH 8.0

100 ul I M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, Cat. No. VWl500-01 (\rWR International: Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada)

20 ul 0.5 M EDTA pH 8.0, Cat. No. 15576-028 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

99.8 ml ddH2O

3% sodium h]¡pochlorite solution

500 rnl Lavo-6 Bleach (6% v/v sodium hypochlorite) (Lavo: Montreal, Quebec, Canada)

500 ml water

0.1 M glycine pH 2.5

7.5 g glycine, Cat. No. 161-0718 (Bio-Rad: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

1 L water

Adjust pH with Io 2.5 with HCI
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iOX TBS

87.1 gNaCl, 12.1 gTris, 4 ml HCI

ddHzO to I L

lX TBS + 0.1% Tween-Z0

100 ml 10X TBS

1 ml Tween -20, CaT. No. H5151 (Prornega: Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.)

ddHzO to I L

SNAP i.d. Blocking Soþtion

100 ml 1X TBS + 0.1% Tween-20

0.5g skim rnilk powder

Cell lysis buffer for protein isolation

6.79 NaCl (1 15 mM final concentration)

6.05 g Tris (50 mM final concentration)

50 ul Np-40, Cat. No. 1 1 154 5gg 00i (Roche Applied Science: Laval, Quebec, Canada)

ddH2O to 1 L

1 protease inhibitor cocktail tablet per 10 ml lysis buffer, Cat. No. S8820 (Sigrna-Aldrich:

Oakville, Ontario, Canada)

3.1.2. Reagents

Cell culture media

AIM-V rnedia with BSA, Cat. No. 31035-025. (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

RPMI media with L-Glutamine + 10o/o Fetal Calf Serum + 2o/o penicillin, streptomycin

and fungazone (HyClone: Logan, Utah, USA)
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Cell separation

Ll.rnphoprep, Product No. 11 14547 (Axis-Shield: Oslo, Norway)

Trypan Blue, cat. No T8154 (sigrna-Aldrich: oakville, ontario, canada)

40 um nylon celi strainer, Cat. No. 352340 (BD Falcon: Mjssissauga, Ontario, Canada)

RNA Extraction

TRlzol Reagent, cat. No. 15596-018 (lnvitrogen: Burlington, ontario, canada)

Chlorofonn

Isopropanol

RNase-free glycogen, Cat. No 10814-010 (lnvitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

Stimulations

DMSO (Dimethylsulfoxide), Cat. No. D8418 (Sigrna-Aldrich: Oakville, Onrario,

Canada)

CEF (Cytornegaiovirus, Epstein Ban and Flu) positive control peptide pool, Cat. No.

408-452-5055 (Anaspec: San Jose, Califomia, USA)

HIV-I gag custorn peptide library, order No. 11615 (signa Genosys: st. Louis,

Missouri, USA)

PHA (Phytohemagglutinin), cat. No. L]668 (sigrna: St. Louis, Missouri, usA)

Antibodies

OSM G\f-l) Cat. No. sc-129 (SantaCruz Biotechnology: Santa Cruz, California, USA)

p52 (aa7) Cat. No. Sc-848 (SantaCruz Biotechnology: Santa Cruz, California, USA)

FLIPs/L(H-202) Cat. No. Sc-8347 (SantaCruz Biotech¡ology: Santa Cruz, Califomia)

Actin (l-19) Cat. No. Sc-1616 (SantaCruz Biotechnology: Santa Cruz. Califomia, USA)
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Goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP Cat. No. 111-035-003 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Westgrove,

Pennsylvania, USA)

Rabbit anti-goat IgG-HRP Cat. No. 305-035-003 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Westgrove,

Pennsylvania, USA)

3.1.3. Commercial kits

RNA extraction and purification

RNeasy Plus Mini Kit, Cat. No. 74134 . (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

RNase-free DNase Set, Cat. No. 79254. (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

RNeasy MinElute I(it, Cat. No.74204. (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario, Canada)

RNA quantification

RNA Nano 6000 Series II I(it: Chips, Cat. No. 5067- 1 51 1 ; Reagents, 5067- 1 51 2; Ladder,

5061-1529. (Agilent: Santa Clara, California, USA)

Illurnina Gene Expression BeadArravs@

Arnbion lllumina TotalPrep RNA Arnplification Ifit, Cat. No. IL1191 (Ambion: Foster

City, California, USA)

Illumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChip Kit, Cat No. BD-25-113 - includes 10x

High-Temp Wash Buffer, lfYB, HCB, Wash ElBC Buffer and Block El Buffer (recipes

proprietary) (Illurnina: San Diego, California, USA)

Streptavidin-Cy3, Cat. No. P443001 (Arnersham Biosciences: Piscataway,

New Jersey, USA)

100% Ethanol

RT-PCR

QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit, Cat. No. 205311 (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario)
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QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit, Cat. No. 204143. (Qiagen: Mississauga, Ontario)

IFNG Quantirect Priiner, cat. No. eT00000525 (eiagen: Mississauga, onrario)

MyD88 QuantiTect Primer, cat. No. er00203490 (eiagen: Mississauga, ontario)

CFLAR Quantirect Prirner, cat. No. er00064554 (eiagen: Mississauga, ontario)

osM QuantiTect Primer, cat. No. er002092g6 (eiagen: Mississauga, ontario)

RRNISS Quantirect Primer, car. No. er00l 99367 (eiagen: Mississauga, onrario)

FirstChoice@ Human Brain Reference RNA (l mg/ml) Cat. No. AM6050 (Ambion:

Foster City, California. USA)

TransPlex@ Complete Whole Transcriptorne Arnplification Kit (10 reactions). Cat. No.

WTA2 (Sig:na-Alddch: Oakville, Ontario, Canada)

Protein quantifi cation and preparation

BCA proteirr assay kit, cat. No. 71285-3 (Novagen: Gibbstown, New Jersey, u.s.A.)

Gel electrophoresis

4x NuPAGE@ LDs Sample Buffer', Cat. No. NP0008 (lnvitrogen: Burlington, Ontario)

10x NUPAGE@ Reducing Agent (500 mM dithiothreitol), Cat. No. Np0004 (Invitrogen:

Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

NuPAGE@ Novex 12% Bis-Tris Gei 1.0 nffi, 12 well, cat. No. Np0342Box

(lnvitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

NUPAGE@ MES SDS Running Buffer (for Bis-Tris Gels only) (20X) Cat. No. Np0002

(lnvitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

NuPAGE@ Antioxidant, Cat. No. NP0005 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

Novex@ Sharp Pre-stained Protein Standard, Cat. No. LC5800 (Invitrogen: Burlington,

Ontario, Canada)
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Westem blotting

iBlot Transfer Stack (Nitrocellulose) Cat. No. I83010-01 (lnvitrogen: Burlington,

Ontario, Canada)

SNAP i.d. Single Well Blot Holder Cat. No. WBAVDBH0I (Millipore: Billerica,

Massachusetts, U. S.A.)

Novex@ ECL Chemiluminescent Substrate Reagent Kit, Cat. No. WP20005 (Invitrogen:

Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

3.1.4. Specialized equiptnent

Illumina Gene Expression BeadArrays@

BeadChip Hyb charnber, Part No. 210948 (lllurnina: San Diego, califomia, usA)

BeadChip Hyb Charnber inserls, Part No. 222682 (lllumina: San Diego, California, USA)

Beadchip coverseals, Pafi No. 195750 (lllurnina: san Diego, california, usA)

Illumina Hybridization Oven, Part No. 198361 (Iilurnina: San Diego, California, USA)

Rocker Attachment for Hybridization Oven, Part No. 11188299 (lllurnina: San Diego,

Califomia, USA)

Beadchip wash rack, Part No. 200031 (Illurnina: San Diego, califomia, usA)

Glass wash dishes, Part No. 198205 (Illurnina: san Diego, california, usA)

BeadChip deep well wash tray, Pafi No. 11114188 (Illumina: San Diego, California)

BeadChip deep well wash tray cover, Part No. 195717 (illumina: San Diego, Califomia)

Hybex Microarray Incubation System Heating Base, Cat No. 1057-30-0 (SciGene:

Sunnlvai e, California, U SA)

Beadstation 500X, Part No. sc-16-i03 (Illurnina: san Diego, california, usA)
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RNA Ouantification

NanoDrop I000 Spectrophotorneter (ThermoScientific: Wihnington, Delaware U.S.A.)

Agilent BioAnalyzet 2100, Part No. G2g38C (Agilenr: Santa Clara ,California, USA)

Ouantitative Real-Time RT-pCR

LightCycler@ System 1.5, Cat. No. 04484495001 (Roche Applied Science: Laval,

Quebec, Canada)

LiglrtCycJer@ Capillaries, 20u1, Cat. No. 04g2g2g2001 (Roche Applied Science: Layal,

Quebec, Canada)

Westem Blottìns

iBlot@ Gel Transfer Device. Cat. No. I81001 (Invitrogen: Burlington, Ontario, Canada)

SNAP i.d. Protein Detection Systern, Cat. No. WBAVDBASE (Millipore: Billerica,

Massachusetts, U. S.A.)

Molecular Imager ChemiDoc XRS+ Systern , Cat. No. 170-8252 (Bio-Rad: Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada)
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3.2. Protocols

3.2.l . Specimen sampling - Winnipeg

Women donated cervical scrapings during routine pelvic exarrs at the Heaith

Sciences Centre Department of Obstetrics &. Gynaecology Colposcopy Clinic in

Winnipeg, Manitoba. Each participant had the procedure explained to her by the

gynaecologist or a nurse and consent was obtained before the exam was perfonned. Only

women who were healthy and not scheduled for biopsies or actively menstruating were

asked to participate in the study. The gynaecologist insefied a cytobrush into the

endocervix and rotated 360". The brush was then placed in 10 ml AIM-V media in a 50

ml Falcon tube. The gynaecologist then used a wooden sffaper to scrape the available

immune cells from the ce¡¿ical opening (os). The scraper was also placed in the I0 ml

AIM-V rnedia and kept aI 4oC or on ice until ready for processing.

3.2.2. Specinten santpling - Naít'obi

Commercial sex workers from the ML (Malaya) clinic in the Pumwani slum of

Nairobi, Kenya, donated cervical scrapings during a voluntary pelvic exaÍ1. Each

participant had the procedure explained to her by the physician or nurse and consent was

obtained when she signed up as a cohort participant. Women menstruating at tire

scheduled time of exam were asked to return at a later date for the examination and

sample collection. The rerraining procedure follows as in 3.2.1 but the scraper used in

the exam was plastic and the scrapings were stored in a cooler in 10 ml PBS (without

FCS) iüstead of AIM-V media.
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3.2. 3. Cytobrush processing

Samples were transporled either on ice or in a cooler from the clinic to the lab and

processed within 2 to 3 hours after sampling. The tubes were gently rnixed for 25

seconds and the mucus \¡/as scraped off the cytobrush with the scraper. The brush and

scraper were then discarded in a 3o/o sodium hypochlorite solution. The sarnples were

mechanically sheared by repeated pipetting and vortexed again for a few seconds until

the cervical mucus was disrupted. When no rrore pieces of mucus were visible, the

satnples were layered onto 3 rnl Lymphoprep in a i 5 ml Falcon tube and centrifuged for

25 minutes at 357 relative centrifugal force (r.c.f.). The lyrnphocyte layer was removed

to a new 15 ml tube and the volurne was adjusted to 12 ml withAIM-V media. Cells

were pelleted by centrifugation at 514 r.c.f . for 10 minutes, the supematant was decanted

and pellets resuspended in 1.5 ml AIM-V media. Cell viability was assessed by staining

with trypan blue and live cells were counted using a hemocytometer.

Cells were then transferred to a 1.5 rll tube and pelleted by centrifuging at 585 r.c.f.

for 2 minutes. The supernatant was rernoved, 800 uL of TRIzol@ reagent was added and

the cell pelìets wele homogenized by repeated pipetting until there \Ã/ere no visjble solids

in the solution. Samples were then frozen at -70"C until RNA was extracted.

Variations to the above protocol included incubating the brushes in 10 ml AIM-V

media or with 2 rnl TrypLE (a commercial trypsin solution) for one hour at 3'7"C,

separating the CMCs from epithelial cells using nylon wool in a 1OmL syringe or a 40 um

cell strainer in lieu of Lyrnphoprep.
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3.2.4. Blood processing

Approxirrately 8 ml of perip)reral blood was coliected into heparinised tubes from

matched CMC donors at the time of cen'ical exam. PBMCs were isolated following

described Ficol-Hypaque protocols [53]. Briefly, tubes were centrifuged for 7 minutes

ar 514 r.c.f. and the plasma v/as relnoved and discarded. Blood was diluted with pBS +

2% FCS to approximately twice the starting volurne, layered onto 3 rnl Lyrnphoprep in a

15 ml Falcon tube and centrifuged al 448 r.c.f. for 25 minutes. The mononuclear cell

layer was removed to a new 15 ml Falcon fube and diluted to 12 ml with pBS + 2%o FCS.

PBMCs rvere tlren centrifuged for another 10 minutes at 585 r.c.f. and resuspended in 10

ml AIM-V media. Cell viability was assessed by staining with trypan blue and live cells

were counted using a hemocytometer.

Cells were transfened to a 1.5 ml tube and pelleted by cenirifuging at 1600 r.c.f. for

2 minutes. The supernatant was removed, 800 uL of TRIzol@ reagent was added and the

cell pellets u'ere homogenized by repeated pipetting until there were no visible solids in

the solution. Sarnples were then frozen at -70oC until RNA was extracted.

3.2.5. Peptide pools

Cells underwent tluee treatment conditions: HiV-1 peptide pool or CEF peptide

pool, PHA as a positive control and DMSO as a negative control. Concentlations of each

stiinulation condition are described in sections 3.2.6 and,3.6.1.

CEF is a pool of 32 peptides from Cytomegalovirus, Epstein Barr and Influenza

viruses and was used to set up stimulation experiments with the rationale that everyone at

one point in their lives should have been exposed to these viruses and would have an
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antigen-specific immune memory recall response. The peptides were reconstiluted to a

final concentration of 4 mg/mi of total peptide in DMSO.

The HIV-I gag peptide pool was made from a peptide library of Clade A and

ancient consensus gag peptide sequences. Stock peptides were resuspended in DMSO to

a concentration of 20 rng/ml. The peptides range frorn 13 to l5 amino acids in length and

each successive peptide overlaps wjth its amino(N)-temrinal predecessor by l0 amino

acids (Appendix B). The HIV-1 gag protein consisted of a pool of 56 peptides starring

from the N-tenninus and continues until halfivay through the gag protein at

NKIVRMYSPVSILDI. The pool covered only the N-tenninal half of the HIV-1 gag

sequence as the protein is too large to be cornpletely represented in a single pool without

having cytotoxic levels of DMSO. This peptide pool was optirnised on HIV-1 positive

bloods in Wimipeg and on CMCs isolated in Nairobi. The final concentration of the

pool was 330 ug/rnl of each peptide.

PHA (phytohernagglutinin) is a mitogen that agglutirrates leukocytes together,

producing robust T and B cell responses [170], and acts as a positive control for all

stimulation experiments in this thesis.

3.2.6. Sîintulation conditions - l4/innipeg

CMCs or PBMCs were re-suspended to a concentration of 600,000 cells/ml in

AIM-V tnedia, and a 0.5 rnl aliquot was made for each stimulatjon condition. HfV-l

uninfected CMCs or PBMCs were treated with either I .5I ul DMSO (final concentration

0'3%vlv).5 ul i:10 dilution 4 ug/ul stock CEF peptides (final concentration 2 ug/rnì total

peptide) or 2.5 ul 5 rng/rnl PHA (final concentration 5 ug/ml) as a positive control. HIV-
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1-positive donor bloods were stimulated with either 1.51 ul DMSO, l.5l ul 330 nglul

HIV- 1 gag peptide pool (final concentration 1ug/ml of each peptide, DMSO 0.3o/o vlv), or

2.5 ul 5 mglml PHA (final concentration 5 ug/rnl) as a positive control. Cells were either

stimulated for 3, 6 or 16 hours at37oC, and the stimulation was ended by centrifuging the

cells for 5 rnin at 2,000 r.c.f., rerroving and saving the supernatants, and resuspending the

cell pellets in 800 uL TRIzol. Sarnples were frozen at -80oC until funher processing

could be conducted.

3.2.7. Stimulation Conditions - Nairobi

CMCs from each patient were equally divided into 4 x 500 ul aliquots: untreated

(baseline), DMSO-, HIV-1 gag- arrd PHA-treated. Scrapings yielding less than 1 million

CMCs were either saved for exclusively baseline studies or- separated into 2 of the

stimulation conditions. CMCs were stimulated ovemight at 37oC using stimulation

concentrations previously described in section3.2.6. The following rnorning, cells were

transferred into 1.5 ml tubes and centrifuged for 5 min at 5.000 r.c.f. Supematants were

removed and saved for later analysis, and cell pellets were homogenized in 800 ul

TRIzol@. Samples were stored at -80"C until shiprnent back to Winnipeg in liquid

nitrogen. In Winnipeg, samples were stored at -135"C until processed as described in

3 .2.8, 3.2.9 and 3.2.10.
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3.2.8. RNA extraction

Samples frozen in TRIzol@ were thawed and incubated for 5 min at room

temperafure (r.t) to dissociate nucleoprotein complexes. 0.16 ml of chlorofonn was

added, and samples were capped securely and shaken vigorously for 15 sec. Next, they

were incubated at r.t. for 3 minutes and then centrifuged at 12,000 r.c.f. for 10 min at 2'C.

The upper aqueous phase was removed to a ne\Ã/ 1.5 ml tube containing 450 ul

isopropanol and 10 ug RNase-free glycogen. RNA was precipitated for 10 min at r.t. and

then centrifuged for 10 min at 12,000 r.c.f. at2oC. TheRNA pellet was washed witli I

ml RNase-freel5o/o EIOH, mixed for a few seconds and then centrifuged at 7,500 r.c.f.

for 5 min at 2oC. Supematants were decanted and the RNA pellet was air dried for no

more than 10 rnin. The pellet was resuspended in 17 ul RNase-fiee water and incubated

at 55oC for i0 min to completely resuspend the pellet. Sarnples were then DNase

digested and purified fol downstream analysis.

3.2.9. DNase digestion and RNA cleanup

Carryover genotnic DNA (gDNA) was reilloved with the Qiagen RNase-free DNase

set as per the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, the RNA was diluted to 85 ul final

volume in RNase-free water. Ten ul buffer RDD and 5 ul DNase I were added and

samples were incubated at r.t. for 10 minutes. Samples were then immediately

concentrated and purifred according to the Qiagen RNeasy MinElute Kit protocol [171].

Sarnples were eluted from the column in 14 ul RNase-free water. A 2 ul aliquot was

reserved to determine RNA concentration and purity, and the remaining RNA was stored

at -70"C.
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3.2.I0. Ahernate RAIA isolation protocol

Issues arising from low yields of RNA from samples from Nairobi led to the

development of an alternative RNA isolation protocol for several samples. This

procedure follows the method described in 3.2.8 until the removal of the upper aqueous

phase after the l5 min spin at 12,000 r.c.f. This protocol has the advantage of skipping

the RNA precipitation step and therefore should increase RNA yields. An equal volume

(500 ul) of 10o/o ethanol was added to the isolated upper aqueous phase and thoroughly

mixed. This was then loaded onto the RNeasy MinElute column, centrifuged for 15 sec

at 10,000 r.c.f. at r.t. The remainder of the protocol is followed according to pages 26

and 2l of the Qiagen RNeasy MinElute Kit protocol book. Samples were eluted frorn the

column in 14 ul RNase-free water. A 2 ul aliquot was reserved to detennine RNA

concentration and purity, and the remaining RNA was stored at -70"C. The sarnples

extracted using this protocol include CMCs from the Spring 2007 Resurvey and samples

from the Spring 2008 Resurvey shown in Table 1. All other samples were treated as

described in sections 3.2.8 and 3.2.9.

3.2.1 l. RNA Quantificati.on

RNA for qRT-PCR was quantified using the Nanodrop ND-1000

Spectrophotometer following the manufacturer's instructions lI12). RNA for the

Illumina@ BeadChip were quantified and their degradation and purity were assessed

using the Agilent BioAnalyzer 2700 systern according to the RNA Nano 6000 Series il

Kit protocol [173].
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Table l: Samples frorn May 2008 resurvey treated as described in 3.2.r0
Unstimulated DMSO-treated Gag-treated PHA-treated

ML102s ML234s ML2345 NTL2345
ML1938 ML2361 ML2367 ML2361
MLl9s2 ML28t I MLZ661 ML2661
ML2006 ML28l l ML2811
MLzt41
ML2138
ML2403
ML2404
ML2669
ML2701
ML2t 64

ML2787
ML2811
ML2914
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3.2.1 2. :DNA preparatiot.t

First strand complimentary DNA (cDNA) syrthesis for real-time, quantitative

reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) was perfonned using the QuantiTect Reverse

Transcr-iption Kit according to the protocol included with the kit. euantiTect primer

Assays were resuspended in 1.1 rnl TE buffer pH 8.0 and frozen in 100 ul aliquots.

Arnplification and product detection was perfonned using the Roche LightCycler@

Systern 1.5 and QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit according to the kit-enclosed protocol

Il74l. Thennocycler conditions are outlined in Table 2.

3.2. 1 3. Wole trarxscriptome amplificaÍion

The Sigrna TransPlex@ Compiete Whole Transcriptorne Arnplification Kit was

assessed to improve gene signals and to increase sample sizes for qRT-PCR microaray

follow up studies. Five,25 and 725 ng of standard brain RNA from Ambion@ underwent

arnplification according to the enclosed kit instructions []751. Arnplified cDNA was

quantifìed on Nanodrop and the expression levels of I8S and CFLAR were evaluated

using the Roche LightCycler Systern 1.5 and QuantiTect SYBR Green pCR Kir

according to the kit-enclosed protocol ll14l.
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Table 2: Th nditi for RT-Perrnocycler condltl ons or K I -PCR ampirfrcation
Step Time Temperature Ramp Cvcles

PCR initial activation step 15 min 95'C 20"Cls l
Denaturation 15 s 94"C 20"C/s

40Anneal ng 20s 55'C 20"Cls
Extens on 20s 72"C 20"Cls

Data acqu sltlon 5s 20"C/s
Melting curve analysis
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3.2.14. qRT-PCR

To quantify the PCR product, a standard curve was generated for the CMC and

PBMC stirnulation study as follows: 6 million PBMCs were incubated for 24 hours with

5 mg/rnl PHA. RNA was extracted using the Qiagen RNeasy Plus Mini Kit according to

the manufacturer's instructions [176] and djluted 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 for the iFNy

assay. Three ul of each dilution was reverse-transcribed into cDNA and then included in

the LightCycler run. For the CMC vs. PBMC gene expression confìnnation, 1 ug brain

standard RNA from Arnbion@ was reverse transcribed into cDNA, and this standard was

5-fold serially diluted to a final dilution of 1:125. SYBR Green concentrations and gene

ploduct crossing points were calculated using the second derivative maximum method, or

where the. acceleration of the amplification of tlie PCR product is at a rnaximum [177]

using LightCycler@ software v. 3.5.3.

3.2.15. Calculation of fold-change expression values for qRT-PCR

Gene expression levels were detennined using the mathematical model previously

described [178]. This model incorporates the ?CR effìciency (as detennined by standard

curve) as well as normalizes the results to the expression of a reference gene to caiculate

gene expression. The equation is as follows:

R (E,urr.,)oco'.g"r(conlrol-sanrplt)/(E..f.r.n..¡Ácp,.¡.,.n..(control-sarnple), whgre R is the ratio of

expression of the gene of interest between rnedia and stimulated cells (or between

PBMCs and CMCs), which is nonnalized by the expression of the housekeeping gene

18S; Er^,.r., is the measured arnplification efficiency of the gene of interest; E."r","n.. is the
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measured amplification efficiency of the housekeeping gene, ACP6,r",(controi-sarnple) is

a measure of the difference in crossing points of the gene of interest between the control

condition (i.e. unstimulated cells or PBMCs) and sample condition (i.e. stimulated cells

or CMCs), ACP,"¡.,"n""(control-sarnple) is a measure of the difference in crossing points of

the reference gene between the control and sample conditions.

3.2.16. RNA preparationfor llluntina BeadChip@ arrays

150 ng purified CMC and PBMC RNA were taken for gene expression analysis

on the Illumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expresiio,., BeadChip arays. RNA was reverse-

transcribed and arnplified before running on affays according to the Illumina TotalPrep

RNA Amplification IGt protocol. First, the RNA is reverse-transcribed into double-

stranded cDNA and then amplified by in-vitro transcription (IVT) into cRNA.

3.2.16.1. First strand cDNA svnthesis

150 ng pufified RNA was brought to a frnal volume of l1 ul. To each sample, 1

ul T7 Oligo(dT) Primer (100 ng),2 ul 10X First strand buffer,4 ul dNTP mix, 1 ul RNase

inhibitor and 1 ul of ArrayScript reverse transcriptase were added. Samples were then

incubated ar 42oC for 2 hours. The resulting cDNA product had a T7 promoter that

allowed this cDNA to act as a template for IVT 1179].

3.2.16.2. Second strand cDNA synthesis

To each First Strand cDNA synthesis sample, 63 ul nuclease-free water, 10 ul

19X Second Strand Buffer,4 ul dNTP mix,2 ul DNA Polyrerase and 1 ul RNase H

were added. Samples were then incubated for 2 hours al 16"C to allow the
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compiimentary cDNA strand to be syithesized, as well as to degrade the starting RNA

material. This double-stranded, T7-promoter-containing cDNA was then used as

template for IVT and amplification of cRNA [179].

3.2.I6.3. cDNApurification

Before the cDNA was used for iVT, it was fìrst purified on a filter cartridge to

reûlove RNA, salts, enzyrnes and prirners from the previous 2 steps. To each oDNA

satnple, 250 ul cDNA Binding Buffer was added and loaded onto the cDNA Filter

Cartridge. The sarnples \¡/ere centrifuged at 10,000 r.c.f. for one minute. Next,500 ul

Wash Buffer was added and samples were centrifuged at 10,000 r.c.f. for one minute.

Finally, the cDNA was eluted with 19 ul 55"C nuclease-free water. This purified cDNA

product was then used as template for IVT [179].

3.2.16.4. /lz vitro transcription and biotin labelling of oDNA

This step amplifies starting rnRNA, allowing it to be detected on the gene

expression alrays. Ambion@ uses its patented MEGAScript@ fVT technology to

maximize the arnplification of the starting material. To each purified cDNA sample, 2.5

ul 10X T7 Reaction Buffer, 2.5 ul T7 Enzyme Mix, and 2.5 ul biotin-NTP Mix were

added. Sarnples were incubated at 37"C for l4 hours, at rvhich time 75 ul nuclease-free

water was added to each sample to stop the reaction. This arnplified cRNA is next

purified before hybridization onto the lllumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChip

affays 1119).
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3.2.16.5. cRNA purifrcation

This purification step is irnportant to remove enzymes, salts and unincorporated

nucleotides, which can inhibit the hybridizarion of the biotinylated complimentary RNA

(oRNA) onto the arrays. 350 ul cRNA Binding Buffer was added to each cRNA sample

and loaded onto a cRNA Filter Carlridge. Samples were centrifuged for one minute at

10,000 r.c.f., washed with 650 ul Wash buffer and eluted with 100 ul 55'C nuclease-free

water. Tltis purified biotinylated cRNA was then ready to be hybridized onto the

Illumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChip arrays lll9l.

3.2.17. Hybridization

750 ng of purifred cRNA from section 3.2.16.5 was taken in 5 ul water for

hybridization onto illumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChip anays. The BeadCliip

is a novel method for gene expression microarray technology. Each bead has thousands

of unique, gene-specific 50-mers covalently bound to the surface of tlie bead. 24,500

gene transcripts were represented an average of 30 times on each BeadChip, and 8

samples can be analysed on one chip. Illumina uses a patented sequence tag ("address

tag") for each bead to identify the location and gene identity of each chip [80]. The

samples were hybridized onto the BeadChips as follows:

Each sarrple had 10 ul of 58"C HYB (Hybridization Buffer) added, followed by

incubation at 65'C for 5 min and then cooled to r.t. The Hyb chamber was assembled

according to manufacturer's instructions and 200 ul HCB (Humidity Control Buffer) was

added to the humidifying buffer reservoirs. Beadchips with coverseals rvere loaded into

Hyb chamber inserts, and 15 ui of the HYB-sarnple mix were added to the BeadChips by
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the inlet port. Hyb charnber inserts were loaded into the Hyb chamber and the chamber

lid was locked on. The chamber was ioaded in the Hybridization oven and set to incubate

at 58oC for 16 hours with rocking [181].

3.2.I 8. First wash and blocking

After the 16-hour hybridization, the Hyb chamber was disassembled and

BeadChips@ were subrnerged in a beaker containing lL Wash E1BC buffer. While

submerged, the BeadChip coverseals were removed. BeadChips were moved to a slide

rack in a staining dish with 250 rrl'Wash ElBC buffer. Chips were transferred via slide

rack into 500 ml 55'C lX High-Temp Wash Buffer in the Hybex Waterbath and

incubated for 10 rnin. The slide rack was then returned to the staining dish containing

250 ml Wash E1BC buffer and plunged into the solution 10 tirnes. The dish was then

shaken for 5 rnin at a medium low speed at r.t. BeadChips were then washed in 250 ml

100% Ethanol by plunging the rack into the solution 10 times and rotation for 10 minutes

at medium-low speed at r.t. Sample rack was transferred to 250 ml fresh of Wash ElBC

buffer, plunged into the solution 10 times, and rotated for an additional 2 minutes at r.t.

BeadChips were transfened to a BeadChip@ Wash Tray containing 4 rnl Block El buffer

and rocked for l0 min at r.t. [1 8l ]

3.2.19. Stain, second wash, attd drying

BeadChips were transfered to a new BeadChip 
'Wash Tray with 2 ml Block El

buffer with streptavadin-Cy3 ( 1 :1000 dilution) and rocked for 1 0 minutes with wash tray

covers. BeadChips were then transfened back to the slide rack in a staining dish
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containing 250 ml Wash ElBC. BeadChips were washed by plunging the slide rack into

the buffer 5 times and shaken for 5 minutes at r.t. BeadChips were then transferred to a

centrifuge with microtiter plate holders, spun at 215 r.c.f. for 4 min at r.t and stored in the

dark until scanning [1 8 I ].

3.2.20. Scanning and intage processing

Dried BeadChips were loaded into the adaptor tray to have spot intensities read by

the Illurnina BeadStation 500X. The BeadStatjon 500X is a scanning laser confocal

inicroscope system with red and green lasers for BeadChip scanning. The adaptor tray

was loaded into the BeadStation, and the default settings for DirectHyb Gene Expression

were used in the scan:ring process. Spot signal intensities were measured by the green

laser. The scarured irnages were saved and converted into text files. Text files were

exporled frorn BeadScan for statistical analysis elsewhere t182].

i.2.21. Gene array expressiott analysis

Raw chip intensity text files exporled from BeadScan v/ere irnported into

Bioconductor (rvwr.v.bioconductor.orq) an online prograrn for bioinfonnatics analysis, for

futher processing [183]. The R software package was used for sarnple pre-processing.

Background normalization was perfonned by sunogate normal minimum replacement.

Briefly, background liybridization signal was calculated by the average signal intensity

from designated background and "address only" beads. The data was tiren filteled to

remove genes falling below background levels in ail sarnples. Values were converted

log(2) and this background integer was added to any remaining sample probes falling
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below average background intensity. Consequently, any probes belou, the average

background intensity were given a positive integer.

Averaged raw CMC intensities were divided by PBMC raw intensities to calculate

fold change values in Linear Models for Microarray Data (LIMMA). p-values were also

calculated in LIMMA using a paired T-test, and the false discovery rate was adjusted

using the Benjamini-Hochberg method t184]. An absolute fold change > 1.3 with an

adjusted p-values < 0.05 was considered significant.

Altenratively, averaged raw HEPS CMC intensities were divided by NN CMC

intensjties to calculate fold changes between the two test groups. p-vaiues were

calculated as described above and p-values < 0.05 were considered significant.

3. 2. 2 2. Hierarchical cluster-ittg

Hierarchical ciustering of the gene expression data was perfonned using Cluster@

program [185]. This algorithn sorts aüays and geires based on similarity of expression

pattems in a step-wise manner'. A detailed explanation of the methods is available in the

Cluster and TreeView uranual [185]. Tire an-ays with pre-processecl signai values were

inputted into the Cluster prograrrì, median centrecl, and then hierarchically clustered by

genes and by arrays. For hierarchical clustering, the "distance" between genes (in terms

of expression level) ls first calculated by cletennining the uncentred cor¡elation

coefficient I, for eacl.i gene, using the fonnuia L: N-rrN;=,¡x;/6-,xN,=,(X,)r;r/21¡v,l1N-

'r^i=,(Y,)t)'/2¡ *here N: all genes on ail anays, and X; and yr are the spots whose

distances are being calculated. Distance was calculated between all possible pairs of

gene spots fiom the data. The distance \l/as found fi'om the correlation coefficient using
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the fonnula d : 1 - r. Once distance had been calculated, the data were clustered in a

pair wise rìanner. Data points with the smallest distance between them are clustered

more closely, and thus can be descdbed as being more similar. Genes a¡e then grouped

based on similarity in a hierarchical manner. The two most similaï genes are paired into

a pseudo-item. Successive pseudo-items are joined based on the average distance of the

genes between the pseudo-items, until all data were part of the same group (average-

linked agglomerative clustering). Clustered data were then visualized using the

TreeView@ program [1S5]. Red was assigned to spots whose intensities fell below the

median of the gene, and green was assigned to spots whose jntensities were above the

median expression level of the gene.

3.2.23. DAVID Functional Annotation Database

Entrez gene identification numbers of significant Élenes found from calculations

described in3.2.21were inputted into the online Database for Annotation, Visualization

and lntegrated Discovery (DAVID) (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). This program rests

for biological theme and pathway enrichrnent in the inputted data. First, the gene lDs are

functionally amotated for bioiogical thernes using over 20 gene and protein identifìers

and 40 functional annotation categories from several public annotation databases i1g6].

Next, genes frorn pathways over-represented in the inputted data list are found using the

Expression Analysis Systematic Explorer (EASE) test. This calculation is a rnodified

one-tailed Fisher's Exact test [187]. In Fisher's Exact test, the number of genes from a

given pathway (a) is corrpared to the number of genes from this pathu,ay an¡otated in

public databases (b), and the nutnber of genes in the list not in the pathway (c) are
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compared to the number of genes in the human genome that are not in the pathway (d)

U811. EASE modifies this calculation by comparing a - I genes found frorn the inputted

gene list to b [187]. This decreases the probability of a pathway wíth very few annotated

genes being significantly enriched when one gene appears in the inputted gene list by

random chance. Over represented pathways from the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopaedia of

Genes and Genomes) database were selected for follow up studies [188-190].

3.2.24. Gene Set Enrichment Analysís

Gene Set En¡ichment Analysis (GSEA) was used as an additional analysis method

to identify biological processes differentially expressed in CMCs from HIV-l resistant

worìen as compared to susceptible women [191]. A list of genes (gene list L) sorted by

fold changes between two test groups is inputted into the progam. GSEA then tests if
genes involved in a specific process or pathway (gene list S) are enriched at the top or

bottom of the gene list L (where signifìcantly differentially expressed genes generalìy

fail). The prograrì runs sequentially through the genes in gene list L, increasing a

rururing-sum enricllnent score (ES) statistic whenever a gene from gene hst S is

encountered (Pr;,) and decreasing it when a gene not from gene list S is encountered using

the following fonnulas (P-;r,) ll91]. ES is a weighted Kolmogorov-Smimov-like

statistic, and is equal to the maximum derivation of zero of p¡;1 - p,njss, where:

P¡;1(S,i) : Igi=S75i lrjl/(Is,=slrjl), and P,,,;rr(S,i) : Xgilsy5i(1/(N -- NH))

S represents pathway genes, i is the gene position on the list L, g; is the gene at position i,

17 represents cor¡elation of the gene to the phenotype of ínterest (in this case, resistant
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women), N represents all genes in gene list L, and Ns represents the number of genes in

gene list S.

The statistical significance of ES is detennined by an empirical phenotype-based

permutatlon test procedure. Here, the phenotype labels are randomly assigned and the

gene list L is pennutated 1000 tirnes and ES is re-calculated ("null distribution"). The

obserued ES is then compared to the null distribution ES score and an ernpirical, nominal

p-value is estimated. To correct for gene sets of different size, the ES is nonnalized to

the gene list input size, generating the Normalized Expression Score (ltlEs). The false

discovery rate is then calculated for each NES by comparing observed and null

djstributions of NES [184].

GSEA is linked to the Molecular Signatures Database (MsigDB), which is a

depository for previously ger.rerated gene lists and gene expression pathways. Two of the

databases were accessed to look for patliway enrichment in HtV-l resistant CMCs. The

curated gene lists (C2) is a depository for pathway amotations and other published gene

lists, and gene ontology (GO) database (C5) has genes grouped based on common

biologicai themes.

3.2.25. Prolein isolation and western blottittg

To further confinn genes identihed as signifìcantly differentially expressed

between CMCs and PBMCs, 8 urunatched CMC and 5 PBMC donors were recmited for

protein quantifìcation studies. CMCs and PBMCs were isolated as described in sections

3.2.3 and3.2.4, respectively and pelleted by centrifugation at 1600 r.c.f. for 5 minutes.

CMCs and PBMCs were resuspended in 50 ul and 200 ul cell lysis buffer, respectively.
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Sarnples were centrifuged for 10 lninutes at 10,000 l.c.f. at 4oC, and stored at -40oC.

Protein concentrations were deten¡ined using the Novagen BCA Protein Assay Kit

fol I owing manufacturer' s micro-scal e assay instructi ons.

Ten ug of each protein sarnple were loaded onto a 12o/o Nupage@ mini gel and

electrophoresed at 200V for approxirrately 35 minutes. The gel was then washed in

ddH2O for 2 rninutes, and proteins were transferred onto a nitroceliulose membrane using

the Invitrogen iBIot@ gel transfer device according to the manufactureL's insûuctions.

The nitrocellulose membranes were then washed with ddHzO for 2 minutes and loaded

into a pre-wet SNAP i.d. Single Well Blot Holder. Membranes were blocked with a

0.5% milk blocking solution for 10 minutes, and followed by 20 seconds of vacuum to

rerlove the solution. Three ml of a 1:100 dilution of prirnary antibody was applied to

each blot, incubated at room temperalure for 30 minutes, and antibody solution was

removed by vacuum. Membranes were washed 4 times with 30 ml 1X TBS + 0.1%

Tween-20 under continuous vacuuln. Membranes weïe then incubated with 3 ml of a

1:3200 dilution of goat antj-rabbit secondary antibody conjugated to horse-radish

peroxidise for 1-5 minutes and washed 4 times with 30 ml lX TBS + 0.1% Tween-2o

under continuous vacuutl. Membranes were quickly rinsed with l0 rnl ddH2O and

incubated with Novex@ ECL Chemilurninescent Substrate Reagent l(it for one minute.

Cherniluminescence was detected with the Bio-Rad CliemiDoc XRS systern and band

i:rtensities were detennined using the Bio-Rad Quantity One Software. Membranes were

then stripped with a 0.1 M glycine stripping solution, washed for one hour in l0 ml lX

TBS + 0.1% Tween-2O at r.t., and re-probed with actin and irnaged as described above.

OSM, cFLIP5T¡ and NFrcB p52 protein levels were nonnalized to total loaded protein by
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dividing the target protein band intensities by the actin band intensity for each sample.

Target protein fold changes between CMCs and PBMCs were calculated by dividing this

normalized protein value in CMCs by the one calculated for PBMCs. P-values were

calculated using GraphPad Prism 4.

3.2.26. Alternative Western Blot protocol

In an attempt to increase the protein signal intensity across samples, an alternative

westem blot protocol was tested across PBMC and CMC protein isolates. Samples were

run on gel and transferred as above. Membranes were then blocked for one hour with a

1X TBS + 0.1o/o Tween-20 + 5yo skim milk blocking solution at room temperature and

then incubated overnight with 15 mL of a I :500 dilution of the same prirnary antibodies

described in section 3.2.25. Membranes were washed twice, each time for 5 minutes

followed by three tirnes for 15 minutes each wash with 30 rrl of a lX TBS + 0.lo/o

Tween-20 solution. Membranes \À/ere then incubated with a l:10,000 diiution of

secondary antibody for one hour at room temperature, and washed as above. Proteins

were detected as described in section 3.2.25.

3.2.27. Statistics

P-values for the of qRT-PCR data, Western blots and CMC counts were

calculated in GraphPad Prism 4 using a Mann'Whitney U test, and p-values less than 0.05

were considered to be not sigrificant. Statistical tests for other experiments were

perfonned as described in their individual sections.
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4. Results

4.1 . objective I : Gene expression analysis in cMCs versus pBMCs

4.1 .1 . Patients

Healthy women were recruited from the Health Sciences Centre Departrne¡t of

Obstetrics & Gynaecology Colposcopy Clinic in V/imipeg, Manitoba. The women were

recruited to optimize protocols and to compare gene expression pattems between donor-

matched CMCs and PBMCs. To minimize difference in gene expression caused by the

menstrual cycle or the presence of an infection, worten scheduled for cervical biopsies,

menstruating, or pregnant were excluded fi-orn the study.

4.1.2. Cell counts

The filst 35 women recruited for this sfudy were asked to donate cervical scrapings

to optirnize CMC yields from the scrapings. Several modifications of the tecl¡rique

described by Iqbal et al.1132] were tested, and the highest CMC yields were achieved via

treatment with TrypLE for one hour at3J"C (section 3.2.3) (Figure 7). The filter and

nylon wool separation tecluriques yielded no CMCs, and heating the sarnples without

TrypLE did not show any appreciable increase in CMC yields. It was not possible to

detennine what effect TrypLE treatment would have on gene expression in cells, and in

the end rigorous shearing of the samples to break up mucus followed by separation on

Ficol Hypaque was determined to be the best protocol for cell yields and minimal ge¡e

expression changes.
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Figure 7: Winnipeg CMC yields. Several protocol variations were attempted to

nraximize CMC yields from cervical scrapings. Protocol I was adapted frorn Iqbal et. al.

11321. Protocol 2 included a one-hour incubation of the cytobrushes with TrypLE, and

protocol 3 was similar to protocol I but included vigorous pipetting of the sarnples to

disintegrate cervical mucus. Although protocol 2 gave the highest cell yields, the effect

on gene expression by this cell treatrnent could not be detennined. Therefore, protocol 3

was detennined to be the best isolation protocol for future CMC genetic analysis. The

highel cell yields for protocol 3 over protocol I is signifìcant at p < 0.05. Er¡or bars

represent one standard deviation from the average CMC count obtained from each

isolation protocol.
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4.1.3. RNA qualíty

Two RNA isolation techniques were tested and evaluated in an attempt to

inaxjmize RNA yields from the isolated cMCs. The eiagen RNeasy plus Kit is well

described in the literature to have high RNA yields, but did not to isolate any sig'ificant

amount of quaìity RNA from the 5 cMC samples tested (Figure ga). TRIzol@ is a much

rxore caustic RNA isolation reagent, and was highly effective in isolating quality RNA

from CMCs (Figure 8b). However, this tecllrique is more sensitive to phenol

contamination, whicìr can have an effect on downstream apprications [192].
consequently, RNA had to undergo an additional cleanup and DNase-digestion before

being run on affays. RNA extraction trials from cMcs donated in winnipeg indicated

that 300'000 cMcs was the minimurn number of cells needed to reliably have sufficient

RNA to run on the Iilumina HurnanRe f-g v2 Expression Beadchips.

4.1.4. Dffirential gene expression

Twenty-fìve \ryomen were recrujted from the winnipeg Health Sciences centre to

donate matched cMCs and PBMCs for this study, fi'om which l0 cMC sarnples had

RNA of high enough quality to be run on gene expression affays. Matched cMC and

PBMC samples were taken for this study to increase the statistical power of the results.

of tlre 24,500 genes represented on the Illurlina HumanReÊ g v.2 Gerre Expression

Beadchip a]Jay,1 r,58ó genes \.vere expressed in at reast one cMC or pBMC sarnple.
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Figure 8: Representative RNA extractions from CMCs. CMCs from donor 20 was

divjded equally and exffacted with (A) Qiagen RNeasy Plus Mini Kit and (B) TRIzol@.

[FU] represents the fluorescence units of RNA-intercalating dye. The peak at 20[s] in

(A) represents the marker peak of the Agilent BioAnalyzer. The peaks at 43 and 50 [s] in

(B) represent 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA bands, respectively. RNA integrity number

(RIN) is a measure of degradation of the RNA sample [193]
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Of these, 5345 genes were significantly differentíally regulated between CMCs

and PBMCs with an absolute fold change of 1.3 or greater and an adjusted p-value of

<0'05 (gene list: all-diff exp). Fold changes of 1.3 or greater have been previously

shown to be reproducible from Illumina gene expression data [194] and therefore was the

fold-change cut-off for this experirnent. This list was divided into over expressed

(cMC-up) (2342) or under expressed genes (3003) (cMC_down) in cMCs.

4.1.5. Clustering

Nonnalized gene expression intensities of all genes expressed by rnatched CMCs

and/or PBMCs were inputted into Cluster@ for unsupervised hierarchical clustering.

CMCs and PBMCs from these matched donors clustered independently, as shown by

Figure 9' Heahlaps were also generated for all significantly differentiaily expressed and

the 100 rnost signifìcantly differentially expressed genes (Figure 9). All three heatrnaps

show PBMCs and CMCs clustering independently, suggesting CMCs are genetically

distinct from PBMCs. The data indicated CMCs and PBMCs do have unique gene

expression patterns and represent distinct functional phenotypes based upon gene

explession.

Tlie rnajority of this altered gene expression between matched CMCs and pBMCs

is inost likely explained by the different cell subset makeup at the two sites, as has been

previously published [195]. Differences ìn ceil subsets between CMCs and pBMCs were

characterized by 10 colour'flow cytornetry in parallel with these gene expression studies

(Kaefer and Horton, subrnitred I1961).
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Figure 9: Overall gene expression in matched CMCs and PBMCs. CMCs and PBMCs

cluster independently using unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Red indicates a relative

increase and green represents a relative decrease in gene expression intensity. (A) All

genes expressed by CMCs and PBMCs. (B) Significantly differentially expressed genes

only. (C) The 100 most significantly differentially expressed genes.
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When compared with age-rnatched PBMCs, CMCs showed increased proportions

of cD14+ monocytes (5.5 + 1.9% vs. 28.2 + 5.6%; p : 0.005) and lineage (cD3, cDt4,

CD19, CD5ó) negative, HLA-DR+ DCs (2.2 + 0.4yo vs. 3.5 + 0.3o/o; p: 0.025). CMCs

slrowed relatively lower leveis of CD3+ T cells (61.0 + 4.0o/o vs.32.3 + l}.Oo/o; p:

0.028), while levels of CD56+ NK cells were the sarne (7.3 +2.3%o vs. 8.3 +2.3o/o;p:

ns) and CD19+ B cells (9.0 + 1.4o/ovs.4.4 + 15%;p:0.059) trended towards a lower

level in CMCs (Kaefer and Horton, submitted [196]). There was no significant

diffelence in CD4 expression when rneasuled by flow cytornetry or by rnicroarray

analysis. Figure 1 0a shows the relatir¡e differences in cell phenotype between CMCs and

PBMCs and Figure 10b shows relative differences in gene expression of tire cell markers.
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Figure 10: Differences in cell phenotype between CMCs and PBMCs. (A) Cell

phenotype comparison between the two cell populations by flow cytometry. There was a

signifïcant increase in CD14+ and lineage negative HLA-DR cells and a significant

decrease CD3+ cells in CMCs as compared to PBMCs. There was no significant

difference between CD56+ cells, and there was a trend toward significantly fewer CD19+

cells in CMCs. (B) Gene expression of the phenotyping markers described in (A), where

red indicates an increase in gene expression and green indicates a decrease in gene

expression. The gene expression results correlate with the cell phenotyping data,

although the expression of CDl9 was significantly lower in CMCs using this method (p =

0.0014) (from Kaefer and Horton, submitted t1961).
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4.I .6. Pathway analysis

4.1.6.1. Pathwal¿s differentiall)¡ regujated b)¿ CMCs

The all differentially expressed gene list was uploaded into DAVID for pathway anaiysis

U971. 5011 GeneIDs were recognized, 1301 (26% of inputted gene list) of which were

significantly enriched (EASE score < 0.05) in 25 I(EGG parhways. All pathu,ays

identified by DAVID are listed in Table 3. Several pathways involved in reguìating the

imrnune response were identifìed as being differentially expressed by CMCs. Such

pathways included the T cell receptor signalling pathway (48 genes), B cell receptor

signalling (30 genes), natural killer cell-rnediated cytotoxicity (53 genes), and the

hernatopoietic cell lineage (37 genes). Several celiular process and metabolic pathways

were also identified, including cell cycle (53 genes), apoptosis (35 genes), oxidative

phosphorylation (57 genes), and ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (51 genes) (Table 3).

4.1.6.2. Pathwa)¡s up-regulated in CMCs

Of the 2342 genes that were up-regulated in CMCs, 2180 GeneiDs were

recognized by the program. 23 KEGG pathways had 653 genes (30%) significantly

enriched' Pathways from the cornplete significant gene list overlapped with rnairy of the

up-regulated pathways but several novel pathways were found by dividing the list. Such

pathways included the toll-like receptor signalling pathway (29 genes), complement and

coagulation cascades (22 genes), and cytokine-cytokine receptor interactions (51 genes)

(Table 3).
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Pathwav List" Popo p Gene list

T cell receptor signalling pathway 48 94 6.858-05 all diff exp'

fubosome 50 100 9.32E-0s all diff exp

Epithelial cell signalling in 1/.

nvlori infection
5t 68 1.09E-04 all_diff_exp

Cholera - Infection 25 41 2.08E-04 all diff exp

Alzheimer's disease 19 28 2.59F-04 a diff exp

Cell cycle 53 114 5.54F-04 al diff exp

Oxidative phosphorylation 128 0.00121 a diff exp

Galactose metabolism 18 32 0.00696 a diff exp

B ceil receptor signalling pathway 30 6\ 0.0128 a diff exp

NK cell mediated c)'totoxicilY 53 129 0.0130 a diff exp

Hematopoietic cell lineage 31 85 0.0155 a diff exp

Pwimidine metabolism JI oooo 0.0217 a diff exp

N-Glvcan biosltrthesrs 20 ^')AL 0.0342 a diff exp

Apoptosis 35 84 0.0373 all diff exp

ljbi quitin mediated proteolYsis 51 131 0.0422 a diff exp

Insulin signalling pathway 52 134 0.0426 a I diff exp

Aminoacvl-tRNA biosynthesis 18 38 0.0490 a I diff exp

Complement/coagul ation cascades 22 69 0.001 l9 CMC up

TLR signalling pathway 29 102 0.00122 CMC up

Galactose metabolism 12 32 0.00642 CMC up

Aminosugars metabolism 11 28 0.00682 CMC up

Adipocytokine si gnalling pathway 19 t-7 0.0263 CMC up

Huntington's disease t0 29 0.0264 CMC up

Cytokines and cytokine recePtors 51 2s6 0.0418 CMC up

Fmctose and mamose metabolism T2 42 0.0498 CMC up

Purine metabolism 38 145 9.248-04 CMC dorvn'

RNA polymerase ll 23 0.00121 CMC down

Folate bioswthesis T4 4T 0.00667 CMC down

DNA polymerase 10 24 0.00692 CMC down

Pyruvate metabolism T4 42 0.00834 CMC down

Parkinson's disease 9 2T 0.00967 CMC down

Citrate cycle 10 30 0.0322 CMC down

Aminophosphonate metabolism 7 l1 0.03 57 CMC down

Phe, Tw and Try biosynthesis 5 9 0.0371 CMC down

Histidine metabolism l2 41 0.0417 CMC down

Proteasome 8 22 0.041'7 CMC down

Table 3: Pathways differentially regulated by CMCs identified by DAVID

"Nurnber of genes frorn inputed list involved in the pathway

Number of lenes in the pòpulation involved in the pathway. Total gene population 4214

"Total number of genes from gene list recognizedby DAVID: 1301
oTotui number of g.n", from gene list recognized by DAVID: 653- CMC-up and

CMC down to do not include pathways previously discovered by all-diff exp
olota[rurnber of genes from gene list recognized by DAViD: 651
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4.1.6.3. Pathwa]¡s down-regulated in CMCs

Of the 3003 genes down-regulated in CMCs, 2863 GeneIDs were recognized by

the prograrn. 19 KEGG pathways had 651 (23%) genes significantly enriched. Again,

there were many overlaps with the pathways identified by DAVID analysis of the

cornplete significant gene list. Several new pathways were identified, however, including

the citric acid cycle (10 genes) and the proteasome (8 genes) (Table 3).

4.1 .7. Patltways for follow-up studies

Th¡ee pathways were selected for follow up studies based on their relevance to the

immunobiology of the female genital tract. The pathways selected for follow up studies

were TLR signalling, apoptosis and cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction. Nonnalized

fluorescence intensities of the identifìed pathways (including genes not significantly

differentially expressed by CMCs) also underwent unsuperuised hierarchical clustering.

Again, CMCs and PBMCs clustel independently, consistent with the pathways bei¡g

significantly differentially expressed between the two cell types (Figure 11).

4.1.1 .1 . C)¡tokine-c)rtokine receptor interaction

A total of 78 cytokines or their receptoïs \ /ere differentially expressed by CMCs.

There were a significantly higher number of cytokines up-regulated by CMCs than down-

regulated (56 up-regulated vs.22 down-regulated, X2:13.14, df : l, P:0.0003).
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Figure 11: Heatmaps of differentially expressed pathways identified by DAVID. Red

indicates a relative increase and green represents a relative decrease in gene expression

intensity. Gene symbols are listed on the right of each heatmap. (A) All expressed genes

involved in the cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction pathway. (B) Genes expressed in

the apoptosis pathway. (C) All expressed genes involved in TLR signalling.

A
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These data did not show a signifìcant enrichment of pro- or anti-inflammatory

cytokines in the FGT over blood, but. suggest an overall increase in cytokine-mediated

immune signalling. Figure i 1a shows a heatmap of all cytokine genes expressed by

CMCs and PBMCs.

4.1.7 .2. Apoptosis

Apoptosis pathways were significantly enriched in two gene lists - all_diff exp

and CMC-up. Despite the apparent increase in the expression of apoptosis-triggering

cytokines such as TNF (3.O2-fold up-regulated, p:5.gxl0a), there was a conconitant

increase in downstream anti-apoptotic factors, including caspase 8 and Fas-associated

death domain-like apoptosis regulator (CFLAR), which was 2.04-fold up-regulated (p :

0'0028) and a 1.73-foldup-regulation of X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAp) (p: i.9

x tO-4). There was also a declease in the expression of cytochrorne c (1.49-fold, p :

0.026), an irnportant inducer of the intrinsic apoptosis pathway. Caspase 9, one of the

first proteins in the caspase cascade, was significantly over expïessed by CMCs (Z.lj-

fold, p :1.6 x lO-a); however, genes responsible for apoptotic end functions such as

DNA degradation (DNA fragmentation factor B [DFFB]: 1.87-fold down-regulated, p :

1.63x10-6) and caspase cascade initiation were either significantly down-regulated (Fas-

associated death domain [FADD]: 1.54-ford down-regulated, p : 3.9x10-5), not

significantly differentially expressed (caspase 3: 1.17-fold down-regulated, p:0.45), or.

not expressed by either ceil type (Figure 12). Overall, the data for this pathway suggests

an anti-apoptotic envirorunent in the FGT due to downstream suppression of apoptotic

pathways in the presence of upstrearn apoptosis-inducing signaìs.
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Figure 12: The apoptosis pathway (modified path\,vay 04210 from KEGG,

http://www.eenome..ip/dbget-bin/show pathway?map04210) [i88-i90]. CFLAR,

denoted by *, is an important inhibitor of apoptosis and is significantly up-regulated by

CMCs by a factol of. 2. Figure reproduced with permission from KEGG via Dr.

Yamamoto, obtained May 15ù, 2009.
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4.1.7 .3. Toll-like receptor sienalline

Several TLR pathway genes were significantly enriched in the CMC_up gene list.

Nearly all the TLR receptors were differentially expressed, with TLRs 1,2,4,5, ó and g

significantly up-regulated and TLRT significantly down-regulated. Neither cell

population expressed TLR3 nor was there a signifìcant difference in expression of TLR9

between cMCs and PBMCs. MyD88, an important regulator of the TLR signalìing

pathway for all TLRs except TLR3, was significantiy up-regulated in CMCs 2.39-fold (p

: 2'6x104)' There was also an increase in some cytokine end products of TLR

signalling, including a 5.24-fold increase in rnacrophage inflamrnatory protein la (MIp-

o, p:0.0016) and a 5.52-fold increase in Mip_18 expression (p:0.0035), but not DC

activation markers CD86 or CD4O, nor antiviral factors IFNa, IFNB or IFNy (Figure 13).

Differences in TLR gene expression could be due to differences in cell populations

between CMCs and PBMCs (Kaefer and Horton, subrnitted tl96]); however, the data

also show increased downstream TLR signalling complete with increased cytokine

expression, which is important in the context of HiV-r transmission.

4.1.8. Quantitative Real-Tinte RT_pCR (qRT_pCR)

To confirm the djfferences in gene expression betwee¡ CMCs and pBMCs

elucidated by the gene expression anays, one gene was selected for quantifìcation by

qRT-PCR from each pathway and 18S was used as a housekeeping gene to nonnalize

gene expression levels. Five matched CMC and PBMC sarnples from the original ge'e

expression arays had sufficient RNA (100 ng) for qRT-PCR confinnation studies.
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Figure 13: The TLR pathway (modified pathway 04620 from KEGG,

http://www. genome..ipldb get-bin/show pathwa)¡?map04620) t 1 88- 1 901. MyD88,

denoted by x, is an important inhibitor of apoptosis and is significantly up-regulated by

CMCs by a factor of 2.39. Figure reproduced with permission from I(EGG via Dr.

Yamamoto, obtained May 15ù, 2009.
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Oncostatin-M (OSM) from the cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction pathway,

CFLAR from the extrinsic apoptosis pathway and MyD88 from the TLR signaliing

pathway were selected as representative genes to confinn the gene expression arays.

Tire OSM gene was found to be 18-fold up-regulated in CMCs with an adjusted p-

value of 4xl0-a as determined by the illumina gene expression BeadArrays. OSM is a

potent mediator of inflammation [198]. In general, it is not a highly expressed gene, and

it was initially difficult to confirm the differential expression of this gene. One ug of

RNA from 19 RNA tissue standards (purchased frorn Ambion) as well as RNA from

PHA-stimulated PBMCs were screened to identify a suitable sample with detectable

OSM signals. This sample \¡/as then used to generate a standard curve to quantify the

differences in OSM expression between CMCs and PBMCs by qRT-pCR. A pool of

RNA from CMCs and PBMCs would have made the ideal standard curve, but this was

not possible due to limited CMC RNA availability at the time of this study. Of rhe 20

tissues screened, only the brain standard RNA had OSM levels detected after 35 PCR

cycles, which was the limit of detection of the LightCycleL [199] and therefore S-fold

serial dilutions of cDNA made from 1 ug of brain RNA were used as a standard curve.

Despite efforts to improve quantification of this gene by qRT-PCR, only 2 CMC and 2

PBMC samples tested had detectable levels of OSM. Furthermore, the qRT-PCR results

indicate there was a 1.7-fold down-regulation of OSM in CMCs with an insignificant p-

value of 0.45, which was inconsistent with the results from the gene expression

microarrays.

CFLAR from the apoptosis pathway was chosen as a second candidate gene for

qRT-PCR confirmation due to its importance as an inhibitor of apoptosis (Figure 12).
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The brain RNA standard curve was also used to quantify this qRT-PCR data. From the

BeadArrays, there \ilas a 2.04-fold up-regulation of this gene in CMCs, with an adjusted

p-value of 0.0028. This gene was more highly expressed than OSM and was quantifiable

in all 5 CMC and PBMC samples taken for confirmation studies. The qRT-PCR data

showed an opposite trend to the gene expression array results, with CFLAR down-

regulated 1 .9-fold with a p-value of 0.I 3.

MyD88 is an important intermediary signalling molecule in the TLR signaliing

pathway, and was found to be 2.39-fold over expressed by CMCs with an adjusted p-

value of 2.6x10-o from the gene expression arrays. MyD88 was also detected in aiì 5

matched CMC and PBMC samples tested. qRT-PCR \¡/as once again not able to confirm

the array results, showing a 5.2-fold down-regulation of MyD88 in CMCs (p : 0.005).

4.1 .8.1 . Troubleshootins the qRT-PCR protocol

One signifìcant difference between the gene expression array data and the qRT-PCR

data r¡,as that sarnples undergo in vitro transcriptional amplification before being

hybridized to the gene expression arrays. Therefore, to troubleshoot the poor correlation

between the qRT-PCR data and the microarray data, the Sigma TransPlex@ Complete

Whole Transcriptorne Arnplification Kit was tested to detennine if it would be effective

in increasing the gene intensities to levels seen on the gene expression arrays.

Fufihennore, increasing the amount of available RNA from the samples would allow for

the generation of an ideal standard curve from pooled samples, and the inclusion of tnore

sarnples in tire qRT-PCR study would increase the statistical power of the experitnent.

To that end, 5, 25 and I25 ng of the same standard brain RNA used to make the standard

curve in tire original qRT-PCR experiment was linearly amplified and expression levels
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of l85 and CFLAR were measured. 18S amplified as expected, where the amount of

gene detected increased approxirnately 5-fold for each 5-fold increase in input RNA.

However, for CFLAR, the expression levels decreased as the amount of input RNA

increased. CFLAR levels in the 25 ng preparation were 3-fold lower than in the 5 ng

sample, and CFLAR levels in the 125 ng amplifred sample were below the limit of

detection of the machine. By comparison, 125 ng of unampiified brain standard RNA

had detectable CFLAR levels, suggesting this amplifìcation protocol inhibited the

detection of this gene. Therefore, this confinnation rnethod was abandoned.

4.1.9. Ilestern blot confirntation of gene expressiott nticroarrays

Eleven CMC donors from the Winnipeg Colposcopy clinic and seven age-

matclied female local PBMC donors (CMC-rnatched PBMCs were not available from

these donors) were recruited for protein confirmation studies. Five of the 8 CMC donors

had sufficient protein to be tested for expression levels of 3 proteins. The sample from

donor 133 was later excluded from all analyses as excessir¡e mucus in this sarnple

inhibited protein migration. The proteins selected for confinnation of gene expression

patlrway analysis results were analyzedby Western blot and included OSM, protein 52

(p52), which is the protein product of NFKB2, and cellular FLICE-(caspase 8)-like

inhibitory protein (cFLIP), which is the protein product of CFLAR. MyD88 was

replaced by p52 to confinn TLR signalling as p52 is a subunit of NFrB, which is one of

the end products of this pathway and actually induces inflarnmatory cytokine

transcrìption. However, p52 is involved in pathways other than TLR signalling and,
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therefore, MyD88 expression levels should also be done at a later date to demonstrate a

specifìc increase in TLR signalling.

Although the OSM antibody hybridized many proteins in CMC and PBMC

samples using both the SnaplD and altemative Westem blot protocols, none of the bands

detected were at or near the expected size of 28 kDa. The antibody product infonnation

sheet did not indicate it would pick up different band sizes, nor was there data in the

literature to suggest there were alternative isofonns of this protein. Thus it was

impossible to detennine if this antibody was binding to OSM and therefore was not a

suitable means to confinn the gene expression arïays.

Western blots with the p52 antibody were unsuccessful when tested with both

protocols. Only one CMC sarnple and no PBMC sarnple had p52 levels within the

detection limit of this protocol. Blots were re-probed with actin and showed good protein

levels, indicating p52 was possibly too lowly expressed by the cells to be detected by

Westem b.lotting.

The CFLIP antibody was more specifìc, and detected a band at the predicted size

of 28 kDa (cFLIPs) in 7 of 11 CMC sarnples tested but in none of the ? PBMC samples

tested. A band at 55 kDa (cFLIP¡) was also detected in the same 7 of l1 CMC samples

and in 4 of 1 PBMC samples. Band intensities were rneasured, nonnalized to actin

levels, and compared between CMC and PBMCs. There was statistically significant

13.5-fold increase in cFLIPs expression in CMCs as compared to pBMCs (p:0.03g).

There was no significant difference in expression of cFLIP¡ between CMCs and PBMCs.

Figure 14 shows differential protein expression of cFLIP in CMCs and pBMCs.
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cFLIPL isofonn. There was no significant difference in expression of this isofonn

between CMCs and PBMCs.
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When the blots were re-probed with actin, the CMC samples show actin levels

well below those of PBMCs, despite loading equal amounts of total protein for each

sampJe, suggesting CMC protein concentrations v/ere skewed by mucus proteins.

4.2. Objective2: HIV-1-resistant CMC gene expression

CMCs were isolated in Kenya in May and June 2008 and were successfully shipped

to Wimipeg in TRIzol@. In order to perfonn baseline and stimulations (described in

section 4'3) on the same patient, a lninimum of 1.2 million CMCs were required from

each CMC donor. HIV-l susceptible women were represented by HIV-1 uninfected

women newly enrolled in the Pumwani cohort. These women were referred to as "new

negatives" (NN) and were included in this study as a control gïoup because they are frorn

the same socio-economic group and have similar lifestyles as the HIV-l-resistant sex

workers.

4.2.1 . Cell yields

A total of 122 \¡/omen donated cervical scrapings during the Spring 2008 resurvey

for this project. The CMC yields in Nairobi were noticeably lower than those in

Winnipeg. Cell yields were highly variable, but there was an apparent pattern towards an

inctease in CMC counts in HIV-I infected individuals, specifically those who are

currently on antiretroviral (ARV) therapy (ARV+¡. HIV+ donors not on ARVs had the

lowest cell yields (317,000 cMCs), foilowed by NN and HEps women (4g3,077 and

835,833 CMCs, respectively) (Figure 15).
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However, the only $oups who had significantly dìfferent cell counts as detennined

by ANOVA and a Tukey's post hoc test were the HIV+/ARV+ donors and NN (mean

CMC counts 2,432,083 vs. 483,011 respectively, p < 0.05). There was no significant

difference betu'een HIV-1 resistant and susceptible women (p = 0.34), and thus decreased

susceptibility to HIV-1 infection could not be explained by a decrease in total cell

number in the endocervix. Furthennore, there were no differences in cell yields when

comparing \ /omen who were experìencing vaginal discharge at the time of exarnination

to women not reporting discharge, between worìen who douche daily or post-coitally, or

between woillen leporting different numbers of clients per day (group average was 4

clients/day) (Figure 15). Therefore, behavioural and biological confounders, with the

exception of being HIV-1 infected and taking ARVs, do not seem to play a rnajor role in

influencing CMC yield frorn donors.

4.2.2. RNA quality

Despite the safe and timely shiprnent of the samples from Nairobi to Winnipeg,

RNA yields from samples isolated in the resurvey were much lower than those from

CMCs in Winnipeg. Although the average CMC yields were lower in Kenya than in

Winnipeg, the CMC samples that were included in this study did have counts comparable

to those obtained from donors in Winnipeg. Therefore, the low quality and quantity of

RNA carnot be cornpletely explained by lower CMC counts. None of the samples

reached the minimurn RNA concentration (150 ng in 11 ul, or 14 ng/ul) required for the

Illumina HurnanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChips. Consequently, previously frozen

sarnples from the Spring 2007 resurvey were used to detennine baseline CMC gene
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expresslon patterns in HEPS and NN. RNA was extracted from 55 HIV-I uninfected

donors (37 HEPS, 18 NN). Of the 55 isolations, 22 HEPS and i 3 NN donors were run on

the arrays. All women reported douching on the day of examination, and all but two

women douched with soap and water (ML1998 used an antiseptic solution and salt water,

andML2671 douched with water alone). There was no significant difference in douching

frequency (daily vs. post-coitally) between HEPS and NN.

4.2.3. Dffirential gene expression ín HIV-l -resistant won.terL

Of the 24,500 genes represented on the Illumina HumanRef-8 v.2 Gene Expression

BeadChip array, 11,857 genes were expressed by one or more donor. Of these, 1268

were signifìcantly differentially expressed with an absolute fold change greater than 1.3

and a p-value < 0.05. Again, a fold-change of 1.3 was chosen as the cut-off as it is the

lowest fold change that can be realiably reproduced with Illumina gene expression arays

[194]. No genes were significantly differentially expressed when the p-values \¡/ere

adjusted for the false discovery rate (FDR). As differences between gene expression can

be subtlebetween two phenotypes, to reduce the risk of havirrg a high false negative rate,

genes were still considered to be signifìcantly differentially expressed without passing

FDR [191]. However, any gene identified as being significantly differentially expressed

by HEPS women must be confinned by another rnethod before publication. Of the 1268

significantly differentially expressed genes, 665 genes \ilere under expressed and 603

weÍe over expressed by HEPS wofiten.
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4.2.4. HEPS Clustering

Nonnahzed gene expression intensities of all genes expressed by HEPS women

and/or NN were inputted into Cluster@ for unsupervised hierarchical clustering. HEPS

and NN did not cluster independently, as shown by Figure 16.

To determine if different subsets of HEPS woÍren cluster independently, whole

genome expression analysis of the 10 HEPS women who have been active in sex work

the longest were compared to 10 NN who have been active in sex work for the shofiest

amount of time. However, HEPS and NN again did not cluster independently (Figure

16). Gene intensities for only the significantly differentially expressed genes were also

inputted into Cluster@ for clustering analysis and HEPS and NN did not cluster

independently. Heatmaps were generated for the 100 most significantly differentially

expressed genes but again HEPS and NN did not cluster independently (Figure 16).

4.2. s. HEPS Pathway analysis

To detect more subtle phenotypic gene expression differences between HEPS and

NN women, significantly differentially expressed gene lists were inputted into DAVID

and GSEA pathway and biological theme databases.

4.2.5.1. Differentiallv expressed pathwa)¡s by HEPS women from DAVID

All DAVID pathways identified as differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs as

cornpared to NN are listed in Table 4. The gene list consisting of the 1268 significantly

differentially expressed genes (all_diff exp2) was inputted into the DAVID database, 146

(11.5%) of which were signifìcantly enriched (EASE score < 0.05) in 8 KEGG pathways.

The identified pathways included several cancer and metabolic processes (Table 4).
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Figure 16: Overall gene expression in CMCs from FIEPS and NN. Yellow boxes

represent NN donors, blue boxes represent IIEPS donors. FIEPS and NN do not cluster

independently with unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Red indicates a relative

increase and green represents a relative decrease in gene expression intensity. (A) An

genes expressed by FIEPS and NN CMCs. (B) Genes significantly differentially

expressed by HEPS CMCs as compared to NN. (C) 100 most significant differentially

expressed genes (D) All genes expressed by the 10 most resistant sex workers and 10

newest sex workers.
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Pathwav List' Popo p Gene list
Ch¡onic myeloid leukemia 14 14 0.003982 all diff exp2'

Bladder cancer 9 40 0.010301 all diff exp2
Pancreatic cancer 12 73 0.023115 all diff exp2

Acute myeloid leukemia i0 55 0.024062 aìl_diff exp2
Long-term potentiation t1 65 0.026ó18 all_diff exp2
Glutathione metabolism I 39 0.028155 all diff exp2

Pyruvate metabolism 8 42 0.04050s all diff exp2
Axon guidance t1 132 0.047 s74 all_diff exp2

Pyruvate metabolism 8 42 6.11E-04 HEPS upd
Oxidative phosphoryl ation 12 128 0.006292 HEPS up

Propanoate metabolism 6 34 0.00701 s HEPS up
Limonene and pinene

degradation
5 29 0.01 956l HEPS up

Tryptophan metabolism 1 60 0.0206s HEPS up
The citrate cycle 5 30 0.0219s HEPS up

Fatty acid metabolism 6 45 0.02240 HEPS up
Butanoate metabolism 6 45 0.02240 HEPS up

Amyotrophic lateral scl erosis 4 19 0.029611 HEPS up
Ascorbate and aldarate

metabolism
3 9 0.03 9871 HEPS up

MAPK simalling parhwav 22 2s9 0.001843 HEPS down'
Renal cell carcinolna 9 ot 0.005642 HEPS down

Acute rnyeloid leukemi a 8 55 0.006611 HEPS down
Pancreatic cancer 9 13 0.009441 HEPS down

Long-tenn potenti ation I 65 0.016264 HEPS down
Bladder cancer 6 40 0.022606 HEPS down
Prostate cancer 9 81 0.02s302 HEPS down

Cluonic myeloid leukemia 8 74 0.030951 HEPS down
Type II diabetes mellitus 6 45 0.0356s3 HEPS down

NK cell mediated cytotoxicity l1 129 0.031911 HEPS down

Table 4: Pathways differentially regurated by HEps women from DAVID

a\r-Number of genes fiom inputed list involved in the pathway
"Number of genes in the population involved in the pathway. Total gene populatio¡: 4214
'Totai number of genes from gene list recogni zedby DAVID: ia6
"Total number of genes from gene list recognizedby DAVID: 67
'Iotal number of genes from gene list recogni zedby DA\¡ID: 9g
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Lists of genes exclusively over expressed (HEPS_up) by HEPS CMCs or under

expressed (HEPS_down) by HEPS CMCs were also inputted into DAViD. Of the 603

genes over expressed by HEPS CMCs,67 genes (11.1%) were significantly en¡iched in

10 KEGG pathways (Table 4). Nearly all of the identified pathways were metabolic

processes, including pyruvate metabolism (8 genes, p 0.00067), oxidative

phosphorylation (12 genes, p = 0.006) and the citrate cycle (5 genes, p:0.022). Of the

665 under expressed genes,98 genes (14J%) were significantly enriched in 10 KEGG

pathways. These pathways were primarily cancer and cancer-related, such as the MAPK

(rnitogen-activated protein kinase) signalling parhway (22 genes, p:0.001g4) and acute

and chronic myeloid leukemia (8 genes, p : 0.0067 and 8 genes, p : 0.031 respectively)

(Table 4).

4.2.5.2. Oxidative phosphorylation

Several genes involved in the protein complexes making up the electron transporl

cliain (ETC) were found to be significantly increased in HEPS CMCs. Seven of 45 genes

involved in the first cornplex, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide Q.JADH) dehydrogenase

were found to be significantly inc¡eased in HEPS CMCs. Subunit A of the succinate-e

oxidoreductase complex, an alternative ETC entry point [200], was signifrcantly over

expressed 1.37-fold (p : 0.02). The next protein complex in the ETC is the cytochrorne

b¡-c complex with 1l subunits [201], one of wirich, ubiquinol-cytochrorne c reductase

iron-sulphur subunit (UQCRFSl: 1.3-fold increased, p : 0.03) \À/as significantly

increased in HEPS CMCs. Genes differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs involved in

oxidative phosphorylation are shown by red stars in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Oxidative phosphorylation (modified pathway 00190 from KEGG,

http://www.genomejp/dbgerbin/show pathway?map0Oi90) [188-190]. The red stars

indicate genes significantly differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs as compared to NN.

Figure reproduced with permission from KEGG via Dr. Yamamoto, obtained May 15'h,

2009.
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4.2.5.3. MAPK Pathwa),

The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway is a signalling cascade

that allows cells to respond to external stimuli and triggers a variety of cellular processes,

including proliferation and apoptosis, and was found to be significantly under expressed

by HEPS CMCs. Genes significantly under expressed by HEPS CMCs involved in the

MAPK pathway are identified with led stars in Figure 18. Important MAPi( cascade

genes that are significantly differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs include a 1.45-fo1d

decrease in MAPK1 expression (p:0.03), a 1.41-fold decrease in v-raf murine sarcoma

viraloncogenehomologBl (BRAF)expression(p:0.01)anda1.31-folddecreaseinv-

raf murine sarcoma 3611 viral oncogene homolog (ARAF) expression (p : 0.03). MAPK

fi equently ends in the activation of several transcription factors involved in the cell cycle,

such as activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4), rvhich had 1.77-fold iorver expression in

HEPS CMCs as compared to NN (p: 0.009) 12021. The MAPK pathway is also inhibited

by a variety of gene products, including dual specificity phosphatase 5 (DUSP5), which

was 1 .4Z-foId increased in HEPS CMCs (p: 0.04) [203].

4.2.5.4. Differentiall)¡ expressed pathwa]¿s and gene sets frorn GSEA

As relatively few pathways were identified as being significantly differentially

expressed, GSEA analysis was also done to identify bìological themes differentially

expressed by CMCs from HEPS worïlen as compared to NN. The curated gene set

database (C2) and GO annotation database (C5) were accessed to identify biological

tiremes (Table 5). The C2 database includes unconfinned gene lists from microarray

experìments; consequently, hits that were only published in one paper were excluded.
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Figure 18: The MAPK signalling pathway (modified pathway 04010 from I(EGG,

http:/iwww.genome..ip/dbgerbin/show pathwa}¡?mapO4010) [188-190]. The red stars

indicate genes significantly under expressed by FIEPS CMCs as compared to NN. Figure

reproduced with permission from KEGG via Dr. Yamamoto, obtained May 15ù, 2009.
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Table 5: Differentially expressed biological themes from GSEA

Name ES' NESO FDR q-val Gene ljst"
Electron Transport Chain 0.s289 2.4383 0 C2 Up

Mitochondria 0.3991 2.324'7 t 18E-04 C2 Up
Spliceosome, methylation,

llbiquination
0.416s 2.2903 9.42F-04 C2 Up

Ribosomal proteins 0.4929 2.2693 0.001034 C2 Up
Oxidative Phosphorylation 0.4626 2.2651 0.001112 C2 Up
TGFp, TNF, lnfl ammatory,

Apoptotic, IFN |-204]

-0.s780 -3.4082 0 C2 Down

ISRE, Influenza, Antiviral, IFN-y/a -0.70s6 -3.3 886 0 C2 Down
Toll-like receptor si gnalling

pathway
-0.s396 -2.6399 0 C2 Down

Granulocytes, monocytes, Myeloid,
ERK, Necrosis

-0.4848 -2.s491 0 C2 Down

Myeloid lineaee -0.4139 -2.5135 0 C2 Down
Structural Constituent of Ribosome 0.s642 2.6177 5 0 C5 Up

Mitochondrial Matrix 0.5'777 2.38162 3.918-04 C5 Up
Mitochondrial Part 0.4167 2.3',764 2.618-04 C5 Up

Mitochondrial Lumen 0.5111 2.3256 4.108-04 C5 Up
Organellar Ribosorne 0.6629 2.3068 3.28F-04 C5 Up

Defence response -0.4498 -2.6034 0 C5 Down
Cellular Defence response -0.5215 -2.2212 0.0073 86 C5 Dor¡,n

Hernatopoetin Interferon CIass
D200 Domain Cytokine Receptor

Activity

-0.6154 -2.1911 0.0091 3 8 C5_Down

Immune response -0.3 846 -2.I 803 0.008479 C5 Down
Inflammatory response -0.42r1 -2.0983 0.018092 C5 Down

uExpression 
score

bNonnalized expression score
"Gene list refers to the database and input gene list. CZ_up represents pathways over
expressed by HEPS CMCs frorr the C2 database, C2_dou,n represents pathways under
exptessed by HEPS CMCs from the C2 database, C5_up represents pathways over
expressed by HEPS CMCs frorn the C5 database, and C5_down represents pathways
under expressed by HEPS CMCs from the C5 database.
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Twenty-four gene sets from the MsigDB CZ (curated gene set database) were

found to be significantly over expressed (FDR p-value < 0.05) in CMCs from HEPS

v/olnen (C2_up). Of the identified gene sets, 10 gene sets have been verified by other

databases and the 5 most significantly enriched are present in Table 5. Ninety-nine gene

sets from this database were found to be significantly under expressed by CMCs frorn

HEPS wonen (C2_down) , and 25 of the gene sets have been verified by other databases.

The 5 rnost significantly enriched gene sets are also presented in Table 5.

Nineteen biological themes frorn the MsigDB C5 (GO annotation database) wele

found to be significantly over expressed in CMCs fi-orn HEPS worìen (C5_up). The 5

rnost significantly enriched genes are presented in Table 5. 28 biological themes were

identified as being significantly under expressed in CMCs frorn HEPS r/r'omen

(C5_down), the top 5 of which are also presented in Table 5.

4.2.5.5. Pathways related to the immune response

Several pathways related to the immune response were identified by GSEA as

significantly under expressed in CMCs from HEPS donors, including inflammation,

TLRs, and Hematopoetin Interferon Class D200 Dornain Cytokine Receptor Activity.

Due to the irnportant role TLRs play in inflammation, this pathway will be the focus of

follow up analysis and discussion.

CMCs fiom HEPS donors show a decrease in the expression of TLR6 (which

recognizes cell wall components from Mycoplasn?r¿ spp. [8a]) by 1.55-fold (p : 0.02) and

TLRl0 (1.33-fold decreased in HEPS CMCs, p:0.04). MyD88, which is tire next step

in the TLR signalling pathway for these particular TLRs, trended torvard being

significantiy decreased 1.32-fold with a p-value of 0.056. Most impoúantiy, irowever,
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was that NFKB2, a subunit of NFrcB, was significantly decreased 1.48-fold (p : 0.04). In

addition to TLR pathway genes, other important immune response genes were

significantly differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs. lnterleukin 1 receptor type I

(ILlRl), the receptor for a potent inflammatory cytokine and also plays a role in inducing

NFKB transcription [205], was identified as the most significantly differentially

expressed gene in HEPS CMCs(1.86-fold decreased in HEPS CMCs, P:2.2 x 104).

CD86, an important secondary signal for T cell activation [110], was also found to be

significantly decreased by HEPS CMCs (1.54-fo1d decreased, p : 0.02).

4.2.6. Patlm¡ay clustering

To detennine if the differentially expressed pathways were able to distinguish

HEPS and NN CMCs, genes involved in oxidative phosphorylation, the immune response

and the MAPK pathway were subjected to unsupervised hierarchical clustering (Figure

19). HEPS and lrDl samples did not cluster independently when exclusively clustering

enriched pathway gene sets.
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Figure 19: Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of genes in selected pathways. (A)

Oxidative phosphorylation (B) the immune response and (C) the MAPK signalling

pathway. Yellow boxes represent NN donors, blue boxes represent I{EPS. }IEPS and NN

do not cluster índependently with unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Red indicates a

relative increase and green represents a relative decrease in gene expression intensity-
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4.3. Objective 3: Srimulations

To determine if there were unique cell signalling pathways present upon HIV-l

antigenic challenge in HIV-l resistant wolnen, CMCs were to be stimulated with a pool

of clade A and ancient consensus gag peptide sequences in Kenya. In order to establish

ideal stimulation conditions for CMCs, an additional 25 V/iruripeg CMC donors were

recruited for this study. PHA was included as a positive control, and a CEF peptide pool

was used in place of the HIV-1 peptides, as there were no CMCs from HIV-l infected

donors available in Winnipeg. However, the gag peptide pool was tested on pBMCs

donated from HIV-I infected donors from the Cadham Provincial Laboratory in

Winnipeg. qRT-PCR was used to measure IFNy expression as a marker of immune

activation.

4.3.1. CEF and PHA stitnulations on CMCs and pBMCs

PBMCs from HfV- I uninfected donors showed robust responses to PHA and CEF

by IFNy levels measured by qRT-PCR. PBMC stimulation trials were perfonned on 3

donors, and a representative sample is shown in Figure 20a. PBMCs were stimulated at

37"C for 3, 6, and 16 hours and IFNy measured in equal alnounts of RNA. pBMCs

showed a peak of IFNÏ output at 6h for CEF and overnight for PHA. DMSO was used as

a negative controi.
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Figure 20: CMC stimulation experiments. IFNy outputs expressed as fold-change (FC)

over media treatment alone. (A) A representative trial of CEF and PHA stimulations of

HlV-l-negative PBMCs. qRT-PCR samples were run in duplicate and the error bars

fepresent the standard error of the IFNy readings. (B) Averaged IFNy FC of CMC

stimulation trials. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the 6 trials. (C)

Representative trial of stimulations of PBMCs from HIV-1 infected with a gag peptide

pool. qRT-PCR samples were run in duplicate and error bars represent the standard error

of the IFN1readings.
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Perfonning stimulations on CMCs was challenging, and there was high variability

in IFNy outputs between subjects. As such there was no representative CMC stimulation

trial and Figure 20b represents an average of IFNy fold changes for 6 subjects. Due to

limited cell availability, only the 6 and 16-hour tirne points were tested. CMCs tended to

have the opposite trend to PBMCs, showing the highest IFNy output for CEF after an

overnight incubation while PHA peaked after 6 hours. The high variability between

experinents suggests there was no statistical difference between the incubation times

(Figure 20b). These data suggested that the best incubation time for antigen recall

responses in CMCs, as tested by stimulation with CEF, was 16 hours as measured by

IFNy qRT-PCR, although 6 hours still showed an appreciable IFNy output.

4.3.2. PBMC stimulations v¡ith HII/-I gag peptide pool

Two HIV-1 infected blood donors were recruíted to test how well the gag peptide

pool tested in ex vivo samples. A representative trial is shown in Figure 20c. pBMCs

were again stimulated for 6 and 16 hours. The greatest fold changes in IFNy expression

were found in the 16-hour stimulated samples for both the gag peptide pool and pHA.

The data from these trials and the CMC stirnulations indicated the best incubation time to

maximize HfV-l gag-induced effects on gene expression on cells was 16 hours.

4.3.3. HII/-I gag stintulation trials on Kenyan CMCs

CMCs were isoiated and stimulated in Kenya in May and June 2008 and were

successfully shipped to Winnipeg in TRIzol@. In order to perfonn baseline and
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stimuiations on the same patient, a minimum of 1.2 million CMCs were required from

each CMC donor. HIV-1 susceptible women, represented by women newly enrolled in

the Pumwani cohort (NìN), as well as HIV-I infected \/omen (HIV+; were included in

this study as control gloups. CMC counts were significantly lower in Kenya than in

'Wimipeg 
and very few donors had 1.2 million CMCs; consequently, not all stimulation

conditions were included for all donors. Furthennore, RNA yields from samples isolated

in the resurvey were much lower than frorn CMCs in Winnipeg. None of the stimulated

samples reached the minir¡url RNA concentration (l5O ng in 11 ul, or 14 ng/ul) required

to be run on the Illumina HumanRef-8 v2 Expression BeadChips and therefore this ann

of the sfudy was abandoned.
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5. Discusslon

5.1. Objective I : Cornparing gene expression patterns of CMCs and PBMCs

These experiments were conducted to address the first objective of this study, which

was to show the unique immunological genetic environment at the level of the FGT as

compared to the circulatory imrrune system. The data obtained from this part of the

sludy wiil be published in combination with flow cytometry data phenotyping cells

present in the FGT (Kaefer and Hofion, submitted [196]).

5.1.1. CMC isolations

Through the course of this study, several months were spent trying to irrprove upon

published protocols to maximize CMC yields from cervical scrapings. The protocol as

described by Iqbal et al1132] was used as a starting point to maximize CMC yields from

cervical scrapings. The final protocol led to significantly higher CMC counts.

The primary challenge in isolating and purifying CMCs from endocervical smears

was cervical mucus. Cervical lnucus is a semi-solid liquid present in the female genital

tract and has several important biological roles [206]. Its prìrnary function is to prevent

pathogens from travelling into the uterus while allowing sperrn to travel up the FGT for

fertilization 1206). Cervical mucus is a cornplex mixture of a variety of proteins, the

rnajority of which are heavily-glycosylated mucins [206]. Although there are a variety of

products avaiìable to elirninate mucus, such as guanifesin and n-acetyl cysteine, most do

not lrave direct rnucolytic activity 12011. Although treating the cytobrushes with TrypLE

(a trypsin cocktail commonly used in the lab to detach adherent cells) led to the highest
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CMC yields of the isolation protocols attempted, there were no data available in the

literature to detennine the possible effects of TrypLE on gene expression in the cells.

Incubating the samples at 37oC in media alone did not lead to significant increases in

CMC yieids, and again could possibly change gene expression pattems in the cells.

Alternative methods of CMC separation, namely using a 40 um cell filter or nylon wool

resulted in CMC yields lower than those obtained by Ficol. Mechanical disruption of the

lllucus by repeated pipetting followed by layering onto Ficol was found to significantly

increase CMC yields and decrease the amount of contaminating epithelial cells present

while rninirnizing known changes in cellular gene expression. Consequently, this

protocol was adapted for all subsequent studies presented in this thesis. It might be

valuable, however, to revisit these protocols in the future, especially the TrypLE

rnodification. This protocol may be of use in downstream protocols where high cell

counts are needed and that are less sensitive to changes in gene expression that rnay be

induced by this treatment.

5.1.2. CMC vs. PBMC microarray results

Based on the gene expression data collected, the female genital tract and circulatory

imrnune system reveal quite divergent gene expression pattems in each compafirnent.

Over 5300 genes were differentially expressed between matched CMCs and PBMCs, and

CMCs were shown to cluster independently of PBMCs by unsupervised hierarchical

clustering analyses. While much of this difference in gene expression can be explained

by the differences in CD14+, CD3+, and lineage negative HLA-DR+ cell rnakeup present

in the FGT (Kaefer and Horlon, submitted [196]), several impofiant immunological and
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cellular process pathways were identifìed by the detailed gene expression analyses that

wouid not have been discovered by cell phenotyping alone. Three pathways identified by

DAVID were selected for the follow-up qRT-PCR confinnation study. A discussion of

these pathways and their relevance to understanding HIV-1 transmission across the

endocervix will be discussed in the following sections. It should be ernphasized that the

women donating CMCs for this study were otherwise healthy with no reported genital

tract infections, so the alteration of the pathways is occurring at baseline immune levels

and under nonnal physiological conditions.

5.1 .2.1 . Cl¿tokille-Cl¡tokine receptor interaction

There was an increase in the expression level of several cytokines in the FGT

when compared to the periphery according to the data obtained in this study (section

4.).1.1). Over expressed cytokines include 29 well-described pro-inflammatory

mediators, such as MIP-1o, MIP-lB and TNF [208,209], and two inhibitors of

inflammation: IL1R2 and ILlORB [210,211]. Thus, there was not a bias toward up

regulation of pro-inflammatory genes in CMCs over PBMCs (22 cytokines down-

regulated by CMCs: 20 pro-inflarulatory and two anti-inflammatory), but an overall

global increase in cytokine gene expression. This global increase in cytokine expression

suggests increased cytokine signalling and possibly a more active immune response

within the FGT. Sevelal factors reguiate clokine expression. Both apoptosis lTlTl and

TLR signallingl76,92l are documented regulators of cytokine expression and were also

found to be differentially regulated by CMCs in our study, suggesting a cornplex but

relevant interplay between these two distinct pathways.
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OSM was the cytokine gene selected for follow up confinnation from the arrays

because it was l8-fold over expressed by CMCs (Figure 11). It belongs to the

hernatopoietin cytokine family and is closely related to IL6, a well-characterized pro-

inflammatory cytokine [198]. OSM is secreted by activated monocytes, macrophages

and T cells and triggers the further recruitment of immune cells to the site of infection

[198]. OSM works through binding one of two receptor complexes. OSM first binds

surface protein gp130, and the OSM-gpl3O complex then either associates with the

leukocyte inhibitory factor (LIF) receptor and is refen-ed to as the Type i receptor

complex, or associates with the OSM receptor and is refer¡ed to as the Type II receptor

complex [213). Activation of receptor complexes leads to the transcription of CCL],

CCLT and CCL8, irnportant chemokines involved in the chemoattraction of monocytes

and T cells to the site of an infection [214]. Therefore, a high expression level of this

cytokine suggests a basal level of inflammation in the FGT as compared to the circulatory

system. OSM has also been shown to act synergistically with the TLR signalling

pathway to promote the induction of other inflarnmatory cytokines [215]. Therefore, the

over expression of OSM, along witli other inflammatory cytokines and_ the MyD88-

dependent TLR signalling pathway is logical and suggests these factors are working

together to promote an inflarunatory state in the FGT. Interestingly, OSM expression

was also found to be significantly decreased in women with IRF-I phenotypes with

decreased susceptibility to HIV-1 (Aida Sivr"o, personal comrnunication), suggesting this

cytokine is a potential target to prevent HiV-1 infection. Unfortunately, the expression of

OSM was not confinned by either qRT-PCR or 'Westem Blot. Further discussion of

expression confinnation studies will follow in sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4
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5.1.2.2. TLR si gnalling

TLRs aïe an irnportant part of innate immune surveillance [76), and increased

imate immune signalling in epithelial cells of the FGT has been thoroughly documented

1216-218]. The data plesented in this thesis shows an increased expression of TLRs 1,2,

4, 5, 6 and 8 in CMCs as well as their downstream signalling products, complete with the

induction of inflammatory cytokines in the absence of active infection. In general, genes

involved in the MyD88-dependent pathway ann of the TLR signalling pathway, which

leads to the induction of NFrcB and cytokine transcription, were over expressed in CMCs.

Although TLR signalling has been well described in the iiterature, very little of

this work has been done on CMCs. Cervical epithelial cells are the first line of defence in

the endocervix and express a breadth of TLRs. Characterizing TLRs expressed by CMC

has onlyrecently been attempted (Meyers er al.,Lester et al., in preparation). This is

important knowledge when trying to understand the immune response at the celvical

mucosal ievel.

The most striking aspect of the TLR expression pattem in CMCs presented in this

thesis is the apparent biased increase in TLRs recognising bacterial pathogenic patterns:

TLRs 1,2,4,5 and 6, and a dowir regulation of ssRNA-binding TLRT [92]. As the

endocervix has occasional contact with nonnal vaginal flora during the menstrual cycle,

and mucosal surfaces are sites of irununotolerance, one could assume leukocytes isolated

fiom this site are less responsive to bacterial PAMPs. Furthennore, the lack of ssRNA

recognition could make the FGT more susceptible to infection by RNA viruses. On the

othet hand, the decreased expression of TLRT in the FGT rnight be protective in the case

of HIV-l infection, as there may be less immune recognition of the vin-rs and, therefore,
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no increase in inflammatory cytokine expression upon HIV-1 exposure. Less cytokine

production and inflammation may be beneficial in reducing irrmune cell recruitment,

leading to fewer HIV-1 target cells in the FGT being jnfected. The over expressed TLRs

signal via the MyD88-dependent pathway to activate NFrcB transcription, and

consequently MyD88 was chosen for confinnation by qRT-PCR. However, due to issues

with poor RNA quality, this gene was not confimed in this study. NFrcB, which was

selected, but remains unconfinned by prelirninary Western Blot confirmation studies,

goes on to activate inflarnmatory cytokines. Along with an increase in MyD88 and

NFKB2 gene expression, there was an increase in chemotactic molecules (such as MIP-

lO,lþ) but no change in interferon expression according to the gene expression arrays.

One possible explanation for this increase in TLR signalling is the presence of

natural flora. The lower femaìe reproductive tract (vagina and ectocervix) is a non-sterile

site and has diverse microbial populations, with the dominant species being gram positive

Lactobacillus spp., while theuterus is a sterile site [85,116]. The endocen¡ix represents a

transitional envirorunent, however, and the presence of natural flora at this site is

potentially linked to the menstrual cycle [116]. lnstead of decreasing TLR expression in

CMCs to make the irnmune system of the FGT less responsive to nonnal flora, perhaps

the closeproxirnity of vaginal natural flora actually leads to increased TLR signalling. If

the FGT is indeed tolerogenic, holever, there must be another tolerance mechanism

present. One such tolerance mechanism uray be the presence of tolerogenic DCs.

Although results from flow cytometry indicate there is an increase in DCs present in the

FGT over numbers detected in blood, there is no increase in DC activation markers such

as CD86, possibly suggesting non-activated DCs (Kaefer and Hofion, submitted t1961).
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Antigen presentation by non-activated DCs have been shown to induce peripheral

tolerance at gut mucosal surfaces, and it is also possible that the same process is

occurring in the FGT [99]. However, the data presented in this thesis also show an

increase in cytokine expression, which would be inconsistent with a tolerant state.

Fufiher studies into the activation state of DCs need to be perfonned before rnaking any

conclusions regarding increased TLR signalling and how it relates to tolerogenic DCs in

the FGT.

5.1.2.3. Apoptosis

In CMCs, although apoptosis-inducing cytokines and upstream signalling

lnolecules of both the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways were over expressed,

there was concurrent expression of apoptosis inhibitors and a decrease in the downstream

pathway products, suggesting an anti-apoptotic state. As the induction of apoptosis

would lead to a decrease in cytokine expression 12121, this downstream suppression of

apoptosis along is consistent with high cytokine expression levels. Figure 12 shows the

genes differentially expressed by CMCs as described in this thesis and their relative

position in the apoptosis pathways. Apoptosis plays an irnportant role in immune

regulation 1212). There are three apoptotic pathways - the intrinsic mitochondrial

pathway, the extrinsic pathway and caspase-independent cell death [219]. The intrinsic

and extrinsic pathways have unique signals that trigger their activation, but both lead to

tlie activation of the caspase cascade and consequently cell death 1219). The caspase-

independent pathway is triggered by upstrearn apoptotic stimuli similar to the other

patlrways, but does not activate the caspase cascade 1220). A brief outline and discussion

of the regulation of apoptosis and how it relates to tire ilnrnune system follows.
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The extrinsic apoptosis pathway is mediated by environmental signals TNFc¿,

TNF-related apoptosis inducing factor (TRAIL), and Fas ligand (CD95L), which were

found to be over expressed by CMCs 1219). Activation-induced cell death (AiCD) is a

process whereby T cells that have become activated without appropriate co-stimulation

are eliminated via the extrinsic apoptosis pathway, typically once an infection has been

cleared by the immune systern 1219). TNFcr, TRAIL and other apoptotic signalling

molecules bind to and activate cell surface receptors, which then bind FADD via their

intracellular death dornains L2211. FADD then binds procaspase 8 to fonn the Death-

Inducing Signalling Complex (DISC), which then activates the caspase cascade 12221.

The caspase cascade ends with the cleavage of procaspase 3 into caspase 3, which in tum

disinhibits DNA fragmentation factors and triggers other final steps in apoptosis1223).

Gene expression analysis showed signifìcantly lower FADD expression in CMCs,

suggesting overall inhibition of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway.

CFLAR is an irnportant regulator of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, and was

significantly over expressed by CMCs, as would be expected by the decrease in FADD

expression 1224). CFLAR can block activation of caspase 8 by cornpetitively binding to

DISC at high expression levels, stopping the caspase cascade before apoptosis is induced

12251. This increase in CFLAR expression suggests DISC fonnation is decreased in

CMCs. There are three isofonns of CFLAR described in the literature, designated as

Cellular FLICE-(caspase 8)-like inhibitory protein, long (cFLIP¡), cFLIP5 (short) and

cFLIPn @aji) 12251. All th¡ee isofonns contain two death domains that bind DISC.

cFLIPI is the longest CFLAR isofonn and has a catalytically inactive caspase-like

domain at its carboxy tenninus 12251. When expressed at physiological levels, cFLIP¡
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inhibits the activation of procaspase 8 by DISC by cornpetitive binding and thus is an

inhibitor of apoptosis 1226,2271. However, very high concentrations of cFLIP¡ have

been shown to form heterodimers with procaspase 8, enhancing its processing to caspase

8, and consequently cFLIP¡ is pro-apoptotic in this case 1224,227). Both cFLiPs and

cFLIP¡ are mRNA splice variants of cFLIP¡ and are strìctly involved in inhibition of

apoptosis by competitively binding DISC 12281. cFLIP5 has been shown to rescue T

cells from AICD, demonstrating the potency of this protein [219]. Further studies into

the CFLAR isofonns differentially expressed by CMCs must be done to confirm there is

an inhibition of apoptosis. It should also be noted that the expression of CFLAR is over

expressed by NFrB following CD3 activation with CD28 costirnulation and by Fas

ligand stimulation 1226,221,229,2301. There was a significant over expression of the

NFKB2 gene (a subunit of NFrcB) observed in CMCs, which was consistent \¡/ith liigher

expression levels of CFLAR. This increased expression of CFLAR, combined with a

decrease in the expression of DNA fragrnentation factors and no significant difference in

the expression of caspases, suggests a suppression of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway in

CMCs as colnpared to PBlr4Cs. The prevention of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway in

CMCs could be a mechanism exploited by CMCs to persist in the FGT to respond to

patliogens in the presence of increased cytokine signalling. CFLAR was chosen for qRT-

PCR and Western Blot confinnation, and although it was not confinned by qRT-pCR,

incteased expression of cFLIPs was confinned in CMCs by Westem Blot analysis. There

was no significant increase in cFLIP¡ expression in CMCs.

The intrinsic apoptosis pathway also plays an important role in rnediating the

iminune systern by triggering activated cell-autonomous death (ACAD). ACAD
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eliminates T cells and is different from AICD as it is triggered by the absence of pro-

sur"vival cytokines (such as IL2 and IL13), as opposed to being induced by activation

signaìs l2l9l. Mitochondria regulate the intlinsic apoptotic pathway 12311. This

pathway is activated by cell stress such as hypoxia, by the loss of cell-survivai signals, or

by the dysregulation of the cell cycle as signalled by p53, and leads to the induction of

the caspase cascade 12311. These signals lead to the transcription of mediators of

apoptosis (Figure 12). The B cell leukemia (Bcl) farnily of proteins are the primary

mediators of the intrinsic apoptotic pathway 1231). p53 up-regulated modulator of

apoptosis (PUMA), wliich was over expressed by CMCs, and Noxa (Latin for damage,

not significantly differentially expressed by CMCs) have p53-binding domains in their

promoter regions, and an increase in cytoplasrnic p53 triggers their transcription

1232,233). Upon translation, these proteins localize to rnitochondria and induce apoptosis

by antagonizing the activity of anti-apoptotic proteins Bcl2, myeloid cell leukernia

sequence I (MCLI), and Bcl-like 1 (BclX¡) 12311. Bcl2 (under expressed by CMCs) and

BclXl inhibit the inductjon of apoptosis by preventing the penneabilization of the

mitochondrial membrane by Bcl2-associated X protein (BAX) and Bcl2-antagonisVkiller

1 (BAK) as well as by sequestration of PUMA, Noxa and related proteins 12341. Both

BAX and BAK were over expressed by CMCs. When PUMA and Noxa bind and

sequester Bc12 and BclX¡, BAX and BAK become active, fonn homo-oligomers and

increase rnitochondrial membr-ane per-rneability 12341. MCLl, which is significantly over

expressed by CMCs, binds and inhibits BAX and BAK 1235). lncreases in mitochondrial

membrane penneability by BAX and BAK (as well as other) proreins allows for the

release of tlie pro-apoptotic intennediary signalling rnoìecules cytocluome c and Direct
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IAP-binding protein with low pi (DIABLO) [236]. Cytochrome c (significantiy under

expressed by CMCs) binds apoptotic peptidase activating factor-l (APAF-1) and forms

the apoptosome, which goes on to activate procaspase 9 and the caspase cascade l23ll.

DIABLO inhibits the activity of inhibitors of apoptosis (lAPs) such as XIAP. which,

under nomai circumstances, directly block the activation of the caspase cascade 12361.

XIAP was also found to be significantly over expressed by CMCs.

As seen with the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, there is an increase in the molecules

that induce apoptosis. However, there is again an increase in downstream inhibitors of

apoptosis and a decrease in downstream apoptosis-inducing genes, suggesting a shift to

an anti-apoptotic state. Why CMCs would suppress tire intrinsic apoptotic pathway is not

clear, but perhaps it is to ensure leukocytes persist in the genital tract to respond to an

infection.

The final apoptosis pathway is caspase-independent cell death (CICD). This

pathway occurs when upstream pro-apoptotic signalling and ceil death occuls without the

activation of the caspase cascade or chromatin condensation 1220]. Cell culture studies

with caspase inhibitors showed marginal induction of apoptosis in the presence of a

caspase inhibitol and in mice lacking caspase g 1238,23g). There does not appear to be

evidence in the literature for CICD in humans in ttivo, although cardiomyocytes and

certainneuronal cells express low level of APAFI and thus couldbe candidates for CiCD

12201. It has been suggested T cells undergoing CD95-independent cell death are also

undergoing CICD, but more resea¡ch must be done to confim this process is occurring

12401. if CICD is indeed occurring in CMCs, this would be the fìrst published in vivo

occunence of this process.
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Differential expression of apoptotic pathways in CMCs suggests two possible

scenarios. The fìrst is that CMCs are indeed undergoing apoptosis and that CFLAR and

XIAP are overwhelmed by the apoptosis-inducing molecules. The other scenario is that,

despite the increase in TNF, TRAIL and other apoptosis marker expression, CFLAR and

XIAP aîe able to suppress this signalling and prevent apoptosis under nonnal

physiological conditions. These cells then complete the apoptosis pathway when

apoptosis signals overwhelm CFLAR and XIAP when the cell is stressed. Either scenario

must be confirmed with functional studies, but decreased expression of apoptosis end

products such as DFFB does strongly suggest an anti-apoptotic state. Inhibition of

apoptosis would then allow CMCs to persist in the FGT to respond in the event of an

infection. As previously discussed, apoptosis is important to quench inflammation; thus,

inhibiting this process could lead to increased inflamrnation. Inhibition of apoptosis by

CMCs can, in part, explain some of the increased pro-inflarnmatory cytokine expression,

rnediated by the interplay between CFLAR, NFrcB, and increased expression of

inflammatory cytokines. However, the data presented in this thesis also shows there is a

delicate balance between pro- and anti-apoptotic factors present in the FGT, the balance

of which couid be tipped toward a pro-apoptotic, anti-inflammatory state. Although the

induction of apoptosis is risky, the safe removal of inappropriately activated cells,

triggered by the presence of natural flora, rnight be one consideration when desig¡ing

methods to prevent transmission of HIV-L

5 . 1 .2. 4 . Additional di fferenti alll¡ expressed p athwal¡s

Although only three pathways were selected for anaiysis and discussion, there

were many other pathways of irunuirobiological interest elucidated by this array analysis.
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T and B cell receptor signalling were found to be altered in CMCs; however, this may be

a reflection of a decrease in these cell types in CMCs as determjned by flow cytometry

(Kaefer and Horton, submitted [196]), and has been previously described [195]. There

was also an apparent decrease in NK cell-mediated cytotoxicity; however this may

actually be more of a reflection in the decreased CD8+ cytotoxic lyrnphocyte population

in CMCs as there were no differences in NK cell populations between CMCs and PBMCs

(Kaefer and Horton, submitted [f 96]). Several cellular metabolic pathways were

differentially expressed, including oxidative phosphorylation, galactose and aminosugars

metabolism, the citrate cycle, and fructose and mannose metabolism (Table 3).

Alternative regulation of cellular metabolic pathways have been implicated in different

activation states of cells of the imrnune system 1241,2421, and consequently would be of

interest in follow up studies. The interplay between imrnune activation and cellular

rnetabolism are cur¡ently under investigation (E.M. Songok, personal conununication).

The cell cycle was identified as a pathway differentially expressed by CMCs, as well as

the synthesis of macromolecules, including purines and pyrirnidines, arninoacyl-tRNAs,

the ribosome, and DNA and RNA polymerases. There were a variety cellular pathways

and factors differentially expressed by CMCs and demonstrate the uniqueness of gene

expression in the FGT. Further analysis with respect to the interplay between the

identified pathways and their contribution to the iuununobiology of the FGT is cmcial to

understanding HIV-l tlansmission across the FGT.
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5. 1.3. qRT-PCR confrmatiotx

Despite selecting genes with highly significant p-values and fold-changes, qRT-

PCR was unable to confinn the gene expression anay dala. All 5 sarnples tested were

originally included in the initial gene expression analysis, and it is unclear how such a

change in expression is possible. All samples went from being signif,rcantly over

expressed in CMCs to being either not significantly differentially expressed or

significantly under expressed in CMCs as compared with PBMCs. Although it is

possible this poor correlation is due to problerns with the initial gene expression analysis,

other groups using this analysis method have shown good correlation between Illumina

gene expression arays and qRT-PCR data 12431and therefore other factors may explain

this poor correlation of gene expression between the two methods.

One possible explanation of this contradictory data is the fact that sarnples

hybridized to the BeadChips underwent linear transcriptional arnplification. To address

this concern, the Sigma TransPlex@ Complete'Whole Transcriptorne Arnplification IGt

was tested to detennine if rnRNA arnplification would increase the quantity and quality

of starling rnaterial for gene expression verification. This protocol was suggested to

linearly arnplify mRNA fi'om RNA preparations and the kit was tested on standard brain

RNA in this study. However, after testing two genes, this claim could not be verifìed.

Ïre linear amplification decreased the amount of CFLAR detected as compffed to

unarnplifìed controls, whiie l8S arnplified as expected.

Another possible reason for the poor corelation between the qRT-PCR and

microanay data was RNA quality. The RNA sarnpies had spent 14 months at -80"C

before cDNA was made for qRT-PCR gene expression confìnnation. Consequently, it is
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possible that the qRT-PCR data was not completely reliable as many of the sarnples had

gene expression levels close to, orbelow the limit of detection of the LightCycler. Upon

re-quantification of the RNA used in qRT-PCR, the CMC samples appeared to have

undergone degradation, with one sample showing a 95% decrease in intact RNA

concentration, while the PBMC RNA stayed relatively intact, thus casting further doubt

on the reliability of the qRT-PCR data. There were no studies in the literature suggesting

CMC RNA is more susceptible to RNA degradation than other tissue types. These qRT-

PCR reactions should be repeated in the near future on freshly obtained matched CMC

and PBMC samples to confinn the observed differences in gene expression. These

samples should also be stored with RNase inhibitors to maintain sample quality. Further

protein expression studies between CMCs and PBMCs would be of additional benefit to

confinn these results, as proteins are the ultimate executors of the described cellular

functions.

5.1.4. Protein confirmations of gene expression dala

Although the CMC gene expression data was not confìnned by qRT-PCR, CMC

phenotyping perfonned by Rachel Horton showed a significant decrease in CD3+ cells

and an increase in CD14+, which conesponded weli witli the gene expression data

(Kaefer and Horton, subrnitted ! 96]), lending strength to the array data presented in this

thesis. Cell phenotyping aiso showed a trend toward a significant decrease in CD19+

cells in CMCs, and CDlg was found to be significantly under expressed by CMCs

according to the gene expression anay data (Kaefer and Horton, submitted tf 96]). Thus,
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it was detennined that protein confinnation using fresh samples of the irnportant genes

identified in this thesis may prove to be more successful that qRT-PCR alone.

To that end, Westem blots on cFLIP (the protein product of CFLAR), OSM and

p52 (the protein product of NFKB2) were done in an attempt to confinn the lllumina

gene expression data. Unforfunately, the results from the gene expression arrays remain

unconfirmed by the Western blot analyses. OSM was the first protein tested; however,

the antibody used did not detect an isoform of the correct size. It is possible that the

active form of OSM is below the detection limit of this protocol. Many groups have

measured OSM by Westem blot using this antibody and others [244-246], but the

literature does not show any data for OSM expression levels in unstimulated PBMCs.

Perhaps a more sensitive protein detection method would be more appropriate for

confìnning expression of this protein, such as an enz) ne-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA), an immunoprecipitation (lP) followed by westeru blotting, or a mass

spectroscopy protocol.

The antibody selected for confinnation of p52 was also very non-specific,

showing high levels of background binding. Indeed, only one CMC sarnple was shown

to express the expected 52 kDa isofonn, and the remaining samples were negative.

Although this antibody has been used by another group for westem blotting 12471, they

rneasured p52 expression after cytokine stimulation. A rnore sensitive assay would be

recolnmended for detennining levels of this protein for future studies such as those

recommended for OSM.

The antibody used to measure levels of cFLIP was fftore successful than the

antibodies used to üreasure OSM or p52. Tirere was a trend to higher expression of botli
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cFLIP isoforms in CMCs as compared to PBMCs, which is what was expected from the

gene expression arrays; however, the results failed to reach statistical significance. The

sample sizes in each group were rather srnall (4 CMCs and 5 PBMCs) and increasing the

number of samples tested would be beneficial to increasing the statistical power of this

experirnent. Some PBMC samples actually expressed cFLIP5 at detectable levels;

however, another confinnation method (such as an ELiSA or an IP) should be used

before concluding tiris protein isofonn was indeed significantly over expressed by CMCs.

5.1.5. Suntntaty of the CMC vs. PBMC gene expression studies

There \¡/as an apparent increase in inflammatory processes in the genital tract of

healthy worten compared to their circulating irunune system based on this gene

expression data (Figures l0 - 12). The TLR signalling pathway, complete with the

increase in expression of the NFKBZ gene, has been shown to be significantly over

expressed in CMCs when compared with PBMCs. NFKB is an irnportant transcription

factor in the immune response, and triggers the activation of pro-inflammatoly cytokines.

Several NFrcB target cytokines, such as MIP-la and MiP-18, were also increased at the

mRNA level in CMCs. OSM was another cytokine that was significantly over expressed

by CMCs, and plays a role in the regulation of the TLR signalling pathway.

NFKB plays a role in the regulation of CFLAR, an important mediator of the

apoptotic pathway. Both CFLAR and the apoptosis pathway in general were

differentially expressed by CMCs. The possible suppression of apoptosis in CMCs, as

suggested by the data in this thesis, has also been linked to increased inflammation as
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apoptosis triggers rapid engulfment of neutrophils by rnacrophages without inducing

macroplrage cytokine expression 1248,2491.

Apoptosis is known to eliminate activated T cells by AICD and ACAD, thereby

decreasing cytokine levels 12121 and interferes with the induction of cytokine

transcription by NFrB [250]. These pathways together suggest a chronic level of

inflammation present in the genital tract of healthy female donors. Figure 2l

demonstrates the relationship between the pathways.
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Figure 21: Relationship between three pathways differentially expressed by CMCs and

their relation to inflammation. OSM is an inflammatory cytokine that works

synergistically with the TLR signalling pathway to induce the transcription of

inflammatory cytokines by NFKB. NFKB regulates the expression of CFLAR, an

inhibitor of apoptosis. Apoptosis quenches inflammation, and the inhibition of apoptosis,

combined with increased TLR signalling and proinflammatory cytokine expression

suggests an increase in inflammation in the FGT as compared to the circulatory immune

system. This increased inflammation is important to understand in the context of

susceptibility to HIV-1 transmission.
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The relevance of the identified pathways in tenns of HIV-1 transmission is cJear, as

HIV-I is k¡own to have high rates of transmission at sites of inflammation [108]. The

data gathered in this thesis suggest that reduction of inflammation in the FGT is one

possible means of inhibiting HIV-I transmission. One possible mechanism is via

antagonisation of the activities of TLR2. This molecule prirnarily recognizes gram-

positive bacteria (along with some grarn negative, viral and fungal PAMPs), and there are

no documented gram-positive bacterial agents causing STIs. Another possible

mechanism to reduce the inflamrnatory state present in the FGT is to suppress the

transcriptional activity of NFrcB and thus decrease the expression of pro-inflarrmatory

cytokines and increase apoptosis. Designing a rnicrobicide to suppress the activity of

potent inflar¡natory molecules, such as OSM, is another novel idea to reduce

inflarrunation present in the FGT. Finally, the disinhibition of the apoptosis pathway by

blocking the activity of CFLAR could also decrease inflarnmatjon in the FGT. However,

any of these suggestions might interfere with the capability of wornen to fight other

infections, as tire activation of the immune response when challenged with other STIs is

impofiant to clearing infection.

In conclusion, CMCs and PBMCs differentially express cytokines, apoptotic

factors, and the TLR signalling pathway, three factors that regulate inflammation and

suggest a chronic inflammatory state present in the genital tract. This increased, chronic

level of inflammation is irnpofiant to understand in the context of susceptibility to STIs,

especially viruses like HIV-1 that show increased transmission at inflammatory sites

11081. The immunology of the FGT is significantly different from that of the circulatory

systetn, and understanding the identified differences is vital when designing future
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rnicrobicides or candidate mucosal vaccines. These results have been submitted to PLoS

One for publication.

5.2. Objective2: Gene expression studies in HEPS CMCs

To address the second and third objectives of this study, CMCs were isolated from

HEPS sex workers to conduct genetic analysis for mucosal markers of resistance and

immune response to HIV-1. To test the hypothesis that there is altered gene expression in

the FGT of HEPS women that reduces their susceptibility to HiV-i infection, CMCs

were isolated in Kenya during the Spring 2008 resurvey and treated on site at the

University of Nairobi Institute of Tropical and Infectious Diseases Building in Nairobi,

Kenya.

The original study included indentifying changes in gene expression in HEPS, NN

and HIV+ donor CMCs after antigen stimulation, as well as identifying differences in

baseline gene expression. As sarnple collection continued, it became clear that not all

stimulation conditions would be possible for sarnples collected from each study

participant. In order to have the required 300,000 CMCs for all stimulation conditions

and for baseline studies, i.2 million CMCs were required from every donor. This celi

count was well above the average CMC count obtained during sample collection, and

consequently not all sarnples were used for all stimulation conditions.

Furthermore, once the samples were shipped to Winnipeg, it was clear the RNA

yields obtained from local donors in Winnipeg did not accurately predict the RNA yields

obtained frorn samples isolated in Kenya. In fact, none of the sarlples thatwere shipped

from Nairobi to Winnipeg had suffìcient RNA to be n¡n on anays. Although the real

cause for this poor RNA quaiity was never detennined, quaiity RNA has been isoiated
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from PBMCs from the same donors, and there were no previous reports of poor RNA

quality from Kenyan CMC samples. However, this was the first time CMC RNA

samples from this cohort were quantified on the BioAnalyzer, which gives abetter idea

of the quality of an RNA sample over other methods. These RNA quality results suggest

a need to develop new protocols and new approaches that are more suitable to RNA

extraction from CMCs isolated in Kenya. Finally, the stimulation experiments perfomed

in the Spring 2008 resurvey \¡/ere abandoned and 56 frozen samples in TRIzol@ collected

during the Spring 2007 resurvey were used for baseline gene expression studies. Of the

new samples, approximately 20% of sarnples had sufficient RNA for array experiments

(as compared To 40o/o of samples from Winnipeg donors for the CMC vs. PBMC study).

Unforfunately, there was no cell count data available for the samples and consequently

the identification of any novel differentially expressed genes or pathways must be

followed up with future studies.

5.2.1. Cell comtts

Despite the lack of genetic analyses obtained from the Spring 2008 resurvey, CMCs

were counted from over 120 donors and ceil counts were compared across HIV-1 status.

There v/as no significant difference in CMC counts between NN and HEPS; therefore,

differences in the total number of CMCs present in the FGT are not likely contributing to

the HIV-i resistance phenotype.

There are a few possible explanations as to why the cell yields were lower than

anticipated in the Spring 2008 resurvey. All women included in the analyses either

douche daily or post-coitally, prirnariìy with soap and water, which could potentially
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decrease the number of cells present. Furthermore, it is unknown what effects douching

can have on total cellular RNA expression, which could explain why there were such low

RNA yields obtained from the CMCs isolated frorn these women. These confounding

factors can play a role in the results of this section of the thesis.

5.2.2. HEPS vs. NN microarray results

The gene expression patterns of CMCs isolated from HEPS and NN were not

strikingly different from each other. Approximately 1 1% (1268 of 1 1,857) of the genes

expressed by CMCs were significantly differentially expressed between HEPS and NN

with a p-value < 0.05 (Figure 16). None of the genes passed multiple test corrections, but

as differences in gene expression patterns between two human phenotypes can be small

1191], analysis was continued with the provision that there could be false positives in the

dataset. The genes and pathways identified as significantly differentially expressed need

to be thoroughly verified before drawing conclusions about their role in HIV-l resistance.

Clusterìng analysis of the gene expression patterns between HEPS and NN CMCs

indicated that, at a whole genome expression level, HEPS and NN did not cluster

independently. Nor did the women cluster independently when only examining the

significantly differentially expressed genes, nor when examining the l0 "most resistant"

sex workers (i.e. engaged in sex work for the longest amount of time) and cornparing

thein to tlie newest sex workers. Therefore, evidence suggests there may not be a global

"resistance piienotype" detectable in CMCs fi'om HEPS women, and that if there was a

difference in the gene expression pattern between HEPS and NN CMCs it was more

subtle thair can be detennined at the whole genome level. Furlhennore, there have been
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many published cor¡elates of protection against HIV-1 infection, reviewed in [25] and

[130], suggesting there is not one global resistance phenotype, and that many cellular

and/or genetic mechanisms may confer protection against HIV-1 infection.

Brass et al., Zhou et al. and Konig et al. published data in 2008 showing host

genes HIV-1 necessarily exploits during its life cycle; however, there is very little overlap

between the identified gene sets between the groups, highlighting the complexity of this

ìssue [19-21]. One concÌusion that may be drawn from these studies is that examining

individual genes in the context of HtV-l replication is impractical and therefore gene

pathways may provide lnore beneficial knowledge to understand host factors required for

the HIV-I life cycle. To that end, extensive pathway and biological theme analysis was

done on the gene expression data from HEPS and NN CMCs to identify differentially

expressed biological processes.

In another study, whole genome expression patterns of whole blood were also

examined between HEPS and lower risk blood donors from an antenatal clinic, seven of

whom were included in the study presented in tiris thesis 1167l. There, HEPS women did

cluster independently fiom the low risk controls, and had genes that were still

significantly differentially expressed after rnultiple test corrections (E.M Songok,

personal comrnunication). The greater significance of the whole blood results rnay be

pailially due to the increased sarnple size analysed (43 women in each $oup). Also, the

whole blood analysis was colnparing HEPS to a different control group who are not

engaged in sex work and therefole do not cornpletely control for the gene expression

pattern changes potentially caused by sex work. Ficol separation also removes

neutrophils and other granulocytes from the isolated cell popuiation [251]; thus, the
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whole blood gene expression analyses would include these cells while the CMC

population would not. Also, a variety of confounding variables can significantly affect

CMC expression data but not the whole blood data, such as differences in douching

practices, the rnenstrual cycle and the variability inherent to collecting cervical scrapings

(as opposed to a blood draw, which is fairly standardized). To that end, increasing the

sarnple size to help controi for behavioural and menstrual variables will be critical in

follow up studies. In fact, a much larger sample size per group rnay identify significant

gene expression trends that were present in this group of women. Other ways to control

for ihese variables is to sarnple the women at the sarne point in their menstrual cycle (i.e.

right after menses) to control for the hormonal fluctuations associated with the menstrual

cycle, and to request they refrain from douching for several days prior to sampling (to

control for the effects of douching, and hopefully increase CMC counts).

5.2.3. Pathways dffirentially expressed by HEPS CMCs

Two independent pathway analysis programs were used to identify biglogical

themes differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs. Two analysis programs were used in

this study to maxirnise the number of pathway hits and to partially confirm pathway data

using different analysis tecluriques. There rvere many pathways identified by rnore than

one database, including the over expression of oxidative phosphorylation (and related

therres, such as mitochonddal genes and the electron transporl chain) and under

expression of pathways reiated to the immune response (such as inflarnmation and TLR

signaliing). A variety of cancer-related pathways were identified by DAVID and GSEA

databases as being signifìcantly under expressed by HEPS CMCs (not featured in Table
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5, as they were not among the 5 most differentially expressed pathways). Clustering

analyses of the pathways again do not show HEPS and NN completely clustering

independently, but as the pathways were significantly enriched in HEPS, they do warrant

further study as mechanisms for resistance against i-lN-1 infection and could be used to

generate new hypotheses.

5.2.3.1. Oxidative phosphor)¡lation

Oxidative phosphorylation and related pathways were identified as significantly

over expressed by HEPS CMCs by DAVID and both GSEA databases, and the oxidative

phosphorylation pathway is shown in Figure 17. This pathway was also recognized as

significantly differentially expressed by HEPS wornen fiom the Pumwani cohort by gene

expression analysis done on whole blood (E.M Songok, personal communication). Thus,

this pathway is likely to be of significant importance in understanding HIV-1 resistance

in women frorn the Pumwani cohort. A brief discussion of this pathway and its potential

role in reducing susceptibility to HIV-1 infection follows.

Oxidative phosphorylation is the last step in aerobic respiration 1252). The co-

enzyme products of glycolysis and the citrate cycle, NADH and flavin adenine

dinucleotide (FADHz) enter the ETC and their electrons are passed down sequential

protein complexes, leading to the synthesis of tliree and two adenosine trìphosphate

(ATP) molecules, respectively [253]. Oxygen acts as the final electron acceptor 12531.

The first entry point for the ETC is NADH deh1,j¡6gsrase, the largest protein cornplex of

the ETC consisting of 45 protein subunits 12541. Tlie genes encoding seven of these

proteins (15%) were significantly over expressed by HEPS CMCs (Figure 17). Another

protein complex, succinate-Q oxidoreductase, acts as an altemative ETC eirtry point for
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succinate, an intermediary product of the citrate cycle and fatty acid metaboiism (Figure

17) [200]. This protein complex is made up of 4 protein subunits 1255), and subunit A

was found to be significantly increased in HEPS CCs. A third entry point for the ETC is

electron transfer flavoprotein-Q oxidoreductase (not significantly differentially

expressed). This complex oxidizes other redox proteins, such as those generated by

amino acid metabolism [256]. All three ETC entry points lead to the generation of

ubiquinol and a proton gradient.

. Llbiquinol is then shuttled to the cytochrome b1-c complex (also known as

complex III), where it is oxidised and leads to the eventual reduction of cytocluome c

12511. This complex has 1l subunits [201], of which only one, uecRFSl, is

differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs. The final protein complex in the ETC is the l3

protein complex cytochrome c oxidase, of which four genes are over expressed by HEPS

CMCs 1258]. This complex uses oxygen as a final electron acceptor t25S]. This transfer

to the final ETC protein cotnplex is very impofiant, as leakage of electrons before this

transfer can prematurely react with oxygen, fonning reactive oxygen species (ROS)

12591. Excessive fonnation of ROS leads to tissue damage frorn oxidatir¡e stress 12601.

Oxidative phosphorylation also plays a vital role in the immune response, as it is

the means by which ROS are produced 1260). ROS are irnportant to induce inflarnmation

and destroy invading pathogens, and are produced by activated neutrophils and

rnaclophages [261]. However, as discussed in previous sections, inflammation in the

context of HfV-l transmission is decidedly not protective t108]. Therefore, it is unclear

how aprocess tirat is linked to inflammation can be a mechanism of HIV-1 resistance.

Nevertheless, the observed decrease in inflammation-reiated genes would suggest that, if
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there is indeed an increase in ROS production, this is not coupled with an increase in

inflammatory cytokine expression. However, oxidative phosphorylation plays other

important roles in the immune response. Oxidative phosphorylation has been shown to

induce the maturation of "alternatively activated" macrophages that are anti-

inflammatory [2a\. However, such macrophages are activated by IL4 and ILl3 and are

identified by the expression of arginase I12411, and none of these genes are significantly

over expressed by HEPS CMCs; therefore it is unlikely differences in gene expression

are due to an increase in "alternatively activated" macrophages in HEPS worlen.

Oxidative phosphorylation is also the preferred energy metabolic process used by resting

T cells, as activated T cells would divert rracromolecules for anabolic processes 12421.

Howevet, one would have to isolate the T cell fraction of CMCs specifically before

concluding there was a firore quiescent T cell state in the FGT of HEpS women as

compared to NN. Finally, this difference in oxidative phosphorylation expression by

HEPS woûlen could be a function of differences in age between the two groups as HEpS

\ryorlen are generally older than NN; however age typically leads to a decrease in

oxidative phosphorylation, not an increase 1260].

Diabetes signalling was also found to be significantìy decreased in HEpS CMCs

(Table a). Diabetes has been correlated with the induction of the inflammarory

transcription factor NFrcB [262], and the gene for one subunit of this protein (NIFIG2)

was shown to be significantly under expressed in HEPS CMCs. NFKB has been shown

to be induced by ROS [263]; therefore, this decrease in NFr<B further suggests increased

oxidative phosphorylation is not leading to an inflaulnatory state and is possibly

reducing the oxidative stress in HEPS women. Furthel studies into the interplay between
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oxidative phosphorylation, jnflammation, and diabetes signalling are needed before

conclusions can be drawn from the data.

The genes identified by the gene expression arrays as being signifìcantly

differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs as compared to NN must be confirmed by qRT-

PCR and Westem blotting. It should also be noted that an increase in the genes involved

in this pathway does not necessarily mean there was a productive increase in the pathway

itself. Functional studies targeting the identified pathways must be perfonned to

detennine if HEPS women have an increase in oxidative phosphorylation or if this

increase in gene expression was a sign of a less efficient ETC. The production of ROS

should be measured to determine if there is increased production in HEpS women. A less

effective ETC could lead to the production of rnore ROS and therefore inflammation;

however, other pathways identified as differentially expressed by HEPS woÍr.en regulate

these factors as well and would suggest this was not the case. As the ultirnate product of

the ETC is ATP, testing the differences in ATP levels between the groups could also

confinn tlle results of this pathrvay.

s.2.3.2. MAPK

Several cancer pathways were significantly under expressed by CMCs collected

from HEPS women. DAVID and GSEA also showed an increase in the MApK

pathway, whicli is a signalling cascade that responds to extemal stirnuli and triggers a

varìety of cellular processes, including cellular proliferation and apoptosis (Figure 1g).

MAPK is a factor in approximately 113 of human cancers l2OZl, and rnany genes

identified as differentially expressed in the MAPK pathway were also found in the cancer
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pathways; therefore, the MAPK pathway will be reviewed for discussion of the nurrìerous

identifi ed cancer pathways.

There are currently 5 groups of MAPKs described in the literature: extracellular

signal-regulated kinases (ERKs) 112,EF.K314, ERKT/8, ERK5, c-Jun N-terminal kinases

(JNKs) and p38 MAPKs 12021. All of the MAPKs are phosphorylated by a specifìc

MAPKK (MAPK kinase), which is phosphorylared by MAp3K (MAPKK kinase),

respond to different stimuli, and trigger different downstream molecules, partially

explaining the variety of cellular functions regulated by the MAPI( signalling pathway

(Figure 18) [202]. The ERK1/2 module is initiated by growth factors and ends in the

activation of several transcription factors involved the regulation of the cell cycle,

including Etk-1 and c-myc (no difference in expression by HEPS and NN CMCs) and

ATF4 (significantly decreased) 12021. Several genes involved in tiris rnodule, including

MAPKi are under expressed by HEPS CMCs (Figure 18). This MAPK rnodule is

inhibited by a variety of MAPK phosphatases, one of which, DUSP5, is over expressed

by HEPS CMCs 12031.

The JNK and p38 modules are activated in response to cell stresses such as

hypoxia and inflammatory cytokines such as IL1, and play a role in regulating the cell

cycle and apoptosis 1264). There is no difference in expression of JNK or p38 isoforms

nor their downstreatn pathways, suggesting these two MAPK modules are not likely

differentially expressed by HEPS CMCs and will not be discussed further. ERK5 iras a

similar method of induction to ERKI 12 and differs prirnarily by function 1265l. This

rnodule plays a role in cardiovascular and neural developrnent and differentiatio¡ [265],

and ERK5 is not diffèrentially expressed by HEPS CMCs. The ERIS 14 and ERKT/8
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modules are not well charactenzed in the literafure, and these two kinases are also not

significantly differentially expressed by HEpS CMCs.

Using only gene expression data, it was impossible to make conclusions as to the

role of any of the MAPK modules in HIV-I resistance. However, a decrease in the

MAPK pathway suggests HEPS CMCs are less responsive to external stimuli as baseline

levels, giving them a more quiescent phenotype. This assertion could be supported by the

observed increase in oxidative phosphorylation and decrease in irnmune response in

CMCs from HEPS individuals. The MAPK cascade is propagated by phosphorylation,

and thus protein phosphorylation studies must be done to confìrm a suppression of this

cascade in HEPS women. The ERK1/2 signalling cascade is the most logical pathway to

confirm initially, as thjs module showed a difference in expression level in the kinases

themselves. Furthennore, at least one target of this module, ATF4, was shown to be

significantly decreased in HEPS CMCs but needs to be confinned by qRT-pCR and

Westem blotting. Confinning the differential expression of MAPKl and its activating

receptors by qRT-PCR and Western blot should also be perfonned to strengthen the

results of this study.

5.2.3.3. Pathways related to the immune response

Several pathways involved in regulating the immune response were identified as

significantly under expressed by HEPS CMCs via analysis of both GSEA databases,

including inflarnmation. All imrnune response tenns were clustered, but once agai¡

HEPS and NN did not cluster independently, again suggesting there was no single

resistance phenotype in the HEPS imrnune response. TLR signalling plays an important

role in inflarrunation, and is discussed below.
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The data in this thesis shows that the TLR signalling pathway was significantly

over expressed by CMCs as compared to PBMCs and piays an impodant role in

inflarnmation, therefore, understanding this process in HEPS CMCs is important for

understanding HIV-l resistance at the genital tract level. To review, TLRs recognize

PAMPs and trigger a signalling cascade that results in the transcription of inflammatory

cytokines [92]. Therefore, a decrease in this pathway could suggest a decrease in

inflammation in HEPS women. There was a decrease in the expression of TLR6 and

TLR10 and MyD88 trends toward signifìcantly under expression. NFKB2, a subunit of

NFKB, was significantly decreased in HEPS cMCs, and not only plays a role in

inflammatory cytokine transcription, but also in HIV-1 genome transcription [18]. NFKB

target genes such as TNFa, il-l, RANTES and IL6 were not significantly differentially

expressed according to the gene expression data, but previous work done on sarnples

from women in the Pumwani coholt showed increased RANTES expression frorr

cervicovaginal iavages (CVLs) from HEPS women lI32). This discrepancy could

suggest that protein studies are best to quantify differences in cytokine expression

between HEPS and NNs.

ILIRl was identified as the most significantiy differentially expressed gene in

this set of arrays. ILl is a potent inflarmnatory cytokine and plays a role in signal

transduction. It binds to its receptor and triggers the transcription of NFrB, therefore

inducing the expression of other inflainmatory cytokines [205]. ILI also signals via the

MAPK cascades, and therefore can play a role in cell proliferation and differentiation.

Although there is no significant decrease in ll-l between HEPS and NNr, a dec¡ease in the
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expression of the receptor suggests that HEPS women are less respotlsive to this cytokine

and its inflammatory effects.

CD86 was also found to be significantly decreased by HEPS CMCs by these gene

expression affays, and has been shown to be signifrcantly under expressed by women

with protective iRFl phenotypes in this cohofi (Aida Sivro, personal communication).

CD86 is expressed by APCs and provides a co-stimulatory signal required to activate T

cells [110]. Decreasing the expression of this receptor could suggest a lowered capacity

for APCs to activate T cells at baseline levels.

The combination of a decrease in TLR signalling, as well as a decrease in the

expression of ILlRl, CD86 and NFrB seeûrs to suggest lowered inflar¡nation in the

CMCs from HEPS women. The implications of these findings are that decreasing

inflarunation in the FGT is one possible mechanism to prevent HIV-1 transmission.

Decreases in the expression of TLRs, ILlRl and CD86 would suppress inflammation,

and would, therefore, protect the epithelial banier against off-target effects (such as

increased vascular penneability), and decrease the recruihnent of target cells to the FGT.

The role of immune activation in susceptibility to HIV-1 infection has been much

debated in the literature 1125,I28,266,267), but increasingly tliere is evidence showing

that a lower immune activation state is more beneficial in prevention against and treating

HIV-I infection 12681. This decrease in immune activation acting as a protective

tnechanism against HIV-1 infection is reasonable since HiV-1 infects actjvated T celis

[108]. Fufihennore, activated macrophages and neutrophils recruit target cells to the site

of infection, thus providing more target cells for HIV-I to infect [72]. Activated

neutrophils also secrete granzyme and cathepsins, which activate other ilrunune cells and
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kill infected host cells [269]. Granzyrne and cathepsins can also have off-target effects,

such as the darnage to the cervical epitirelial layer 12701, thus providing a mechanism for

HiV-1 to enter the host. However, a balance must be struck between protecting the host

frorn invading pathogens and scaling back immune activation to prevent against HIV-1

infection. HEPS women do not appear to be at an increased risk of infection from other

STIs; therefore, if they do have a decrease in their inmune response, it does not seem to

put thern at a higher risk for other infections.

All the above mentioned genes must be confirmed to show there is indeed a

difference in the immune response between HEPS and NN CMCs. Confinning the

lowered expression of NFrB should be the first step, as this protein is an irnportant

transcription factor for inflammatory cytokines. Also, the decreased expression of ILIRl

rnust be confìnned, as ILI plays a significant role in the induction of inflammation.

NFKB should first be confinned by qRT-PCR and then Western blot. The expression of

ILIRI and CD86 should be confinned by flow cytornetry to ensure differences in

expression are not due to difference in cell populations between the two groups, as well

as by 'Westem 
blot and qRT-PCR. Once the decreased expression levels of IL1R1 and

NFKB have been confìnned, they could prove to be an exciting new strategy to reduce

inflanmation and therefore also hopefully decrease HIV-I transrnission. Ultimately,

however, the goal is to show there is a decrease in inflammation in HEPS women.

Cytokine bead arrays on CVLs donated by u,omen from the Pumwani cohort would

plovide an excellent means to evaiuate the inflammatory cytokines secreted in the FGT

by HEPS v/omen. Repeating the CMC stimulations with HIV-1 peptides (i.e. gag) would
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also be beneficial to determine if the HEPS \ /omen maintain a lower imnune activation

state when challenged with HIV-1 antigens.

5 .2.3 .4 . Other pathwa)¿s

Ribosomal genes \ /ere also significantly over expressed by HEPS CMCs,

possibly indicating an increase in protein translation. Further research into the apparent

up regulation of ribosomal proteins and ubiquination (Tables 4 and 5) in HEPS CMCs is

warranted, as these pathways play a role on MHC Class I presentationl2Tll.

5.2.4. Summaty and future directions for HEPS vs. Ni/

Overall, CMCs from HEPS and NN worlen do not appear to have strikingly

different global gene expression profìles. However, the data presented in this thesis does

suggest HEPS wouìen have decreased basal levels of inflammation as demonstrated by

decreased expression by immune response-related genes, decreased MAPK signalling

and increased oxidative phosphorylation.

There are many future investigations that should be followed based on the

findings presented in this thesis. First, the sarnple size for these aray studies should be

incteased to boost the statistical power and lowel lisk women should be included to make

the results more comparable to the results from Songok et al 1161), and to ensure the

lesults from that study are not sirnply differences in gene expression caused by sex work.

Also, a closer examination of the HEPS women who did cluster together for different

pathways could elucidate novel resistance mechanisnrs in this subset of wolnen. There

ale a nunber of improvements that can be instituted at the tilrie of sarnpiing to better
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control for variabÌe effects of menstrual cycle and douching, such as requesting the

women refi-ain from douclring for several days before the exam and to ask them to come

in a set time after menses. A¡other explanation for the poor statistical significance of the

results could be that there is no real difference in expression between HEPS and NN

CMCs. Howevet, as the FGT is still the site of HIV-i chalienge for the majority of the

women in this cohofi, additional gene expression arays must be done on epithelial cells

from the same groups to detennine if HEPS women show unique epithelial gene profìles

and to identify other markers of protection against HIV-1 infection. Furthennore, the

reduction in inflarnmation hypothesized to be in HEPS women should be taken into

consideration and further investigated. A number of anti-inflammatory proteins have

already been identified by 2D gel electrophoresis of CVLs from HEpS women as

compared to NN [158], and something sirnilar could be done on CMC cell lysates frorn

the same 9roups using tnass spectroscopy. Once the decreased expression levels of

il-l Rl and NFr<B have been confinned, fìnding a way to decrease the expression of these

molecules in vivo could be an exciting HIV-I prevention rnethod, although caution must

be taken to ensure no othet cellular processes or pathways are affected. ILl receptor

antagonist (ILIRA) with an NFrcB inhibitor such as acetyl-i1-keto-beta-boswellic acid

(AKBA) 1272] at low levels in the fonn of a topical microbicide could be one prevention

strategy.
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6. Overall sumrnarv and conclusions

CMCs and PBMCs have unique gene expression profiles, mainly due to

differences in cell populations between the two compartrnents but also due to differential

expression of several pathways involved in inflammation. CMCs were shown to have

increased inflammatory gene expression, which plays a role in HIV-1 transmission.

Thus, it is irnportant to consider the genital tract separately when studying HIV-I

transmission. CMCs from HEPS and NN women do not show global unique gene

expression profiles, indicating that differences in gene expression patterns between the

two groups either do not exist, are too subtle to be detennined by whole genome

expression analyses, or that there are many different mechanisms for HIV-1 resistance.

There was an observed increase in oxidative phosphorylation and decreases in immune

and MAPK pathways in HEPS worìen, potentially suggesting a more quiescent immune

ceil phenotype. it was not possible to study the effects of antigenic chailenge on HiV-i

resistant \ /omen due to RNA quality issues.

This thesis is the first description of global gene expression differences between

PBMCs and CMCs, showing increased inflarnmation in the FGT of healthy donors as

compared to the periphery. This inflammation is extremely important to consider when

studying HIV-l infection, and significantly contributes to current knowledge of FGT

imrnunobiology. Tliis thesis is also the first to use whole genome expression arrays to

atternpt to identify markers of HIV-1 resistance in CMCs, and has contributed to the

current understanding of HIV-1 resistance. Together, these projects suggest healthy

women have higher inflammatory gene expression in the FGT relative to the periphery,

and that HIV-i resistant woüren have decreased levels of this inflanllation in the FGT,

suggesting lowered FGT inflanmation as an HiV-1 resistance mechanism.
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Appendix A: List of abbreviations

ACAD Activated cell-autonomous death

AFAF v-raf murine sarcoma 36l l viral oncogene homolog

AICD Activation-induced cell death

AIDS Acquired Immune Defìciency Syndrome

AKBA Acetyl-i i-Keto-B-Boswellic Acid

ANOVA Analysis of variance

APAF-1 Apoptoticpeptidaseactivatingfactor-1

APC Antigen presenting cell

APOBEC3G Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enz)nne, catalytic polypeptide-like 3G

ARAF v-raf murine sarcoûla 3611 viral oncogene homolog

ART Antiretroviral therapy

ARV Antiretroviral

ATF4 Activating transcription factor 4

ATP Adenosine triphosphate

BAK Bcl2-antagonisVkiller 1

BAX Bci2-associated X protein

Bcl B cell leukemia

BclXr Bcl-like 1

Bp Base pair

BRAF v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene hornolog B1

BSA Bovine serulTt aibumin

Cat. No. Catalogue number
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CCR5 Chemokine (C-C motif) recepror 5

CD Cluste¡ of differentiation

cDNA Compiimentary DNA

CEF Cytomegalovirus, Epstein Barr and influenza

CFLAR Caspase 8 and FADD -like apoptosis regulator

cFLIP cellular FLICE-(caspase g)-like inhibitory protein

CHUI( Conserved helix-loop-helix ubiquitous kinase

CICD Caspase-independent cell death

CMC Cervical mononuclear cell

CRFs Circulating recombinant fonns

cRNA Cornplirnentary RNA

CTL Cytotoxic lyrnphocyte

CVL Cervicovaginal lavages

CXCR4 Chemokine (CXC rnotif receptor 4

DAVID Database for Arurotation, Visuaiization and Integrated Discovery

DC Dendritic cell

DFFB DNA fragrnentation factor B

dH2O Distilled water

DIABLO Direct lAp-binding protein with low pi

DISC Death-Inducing Signailing Cornplex

oC 
Degrees Celsius

DMSO Dimethylsulfoxide

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
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dNTP Deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate

DUSP5 Duai specificity phosphatase 5

EASE Expression Analysis Systematic Explorer

e.g. Example given :

Env Envelope

ERK Extracellular signal-regulated kinases

ES Eruiclment score

ETC Electron transport chain

EtOH Ethanol

FADD Fas-associated death domain

FADH2 Flavin adenine dinucleotide

FC Fold change

FCS Fetal calf seruÍl

FDR False Discovery Rate

FGT Female genital tract

FU Fluorescence units

Gag Group specific antigen

gDNA Genomic DNA

Gp Glycoprotein

GPCRs G protein-coupled receptors

GSEA Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

HAART Highly Active Antiretrovir-al Therapy

HCB Humiditv Control Buffer
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HCI Hydrochloric acid

HEPS Highly exposed, persistently seronegative

HIV Human Immunodefìciency Virus

HIV+ HlV-positive

HLA Human Leukocyte Antigen

HPV Human Papillomavirus

HSV-2 Herpes simplex virus type 2

HYB Hybridization buffer

IAPs Inhibitors of apopotosis

i.e. id est

IEL Intraepithelial lynphocyte

IFN Interfelon

IgA hnmunoglobulin A

IgM hnmunoglobulin M

IgG Immunoglobulin G

ILIORB Interleukin 10 receptor beta

ILl3RA1 Interleukin 13 receptor alpha I

ILIR1 Interleukin I receptor I

IL1R2 Interleukin I receptor 2

IRF intelferon regulatory factor

IRF Interferon regulatory factor

ITGAL Integrìn, alpha L

IVT In¡titro transcription
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JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinase

Kb Kilobase pair

KCI Potassiurn chloride

KEGG Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes

KHzPOq Potassium dihydrogen phosphate

LIF Leukocyte inhibitory factor

LPS Lipopolysaccharide

LTNP Long term non-progressor

LTR Long terminal repeat

MAP3K MAPKK Kinase

MAPK Mitogen-activated protein kinase

MAPKI< MAPK l(inase

MCL1 rnyeloid cell leukernia sequence I

mg Miiligrarns

MHC Major Histocornpatibility Cornplex

Min Minute

MIP-Ia Macrophage inflammatory protein-l alpha

MIP-IP Macrophage inflammatory protein-l beta

ML Malaya

mi Millilitre

mRNA Messenger ribonucleic acid

MSigDB Molecular Signatures Database

MyD88 Myeloid differentiation prirnarl/ response gene 88
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N9 Nonoxynol-9

Na2HPO4 Sodium phosphate

NaCl Sodium chloride

NADH Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide

Nef Negative regulation factor

NES Normalized expression score

NFi<B Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells

ng Nanograrn

NK Natural killer

NN New negative

NNRTI Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase ìnhibitor

NRTI Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor

OSM Oncostatin-M

PAMP Pathogen-associated molecular pattem

p52 Protein 52

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cell

PBS Phosphate-buffered saline

PCR Polyrnerase chain reaction

pH Potential of hydrogen

PHA Phytohemagglutinin

Phe Phenylalanine

PI Protease Inhibitor

PP2A Protein phosphatase 2A
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PUMA p53 up-regulated modulator of apoptosis

qRT-PCR Quantitativereversetranscriptionpolyrnerasechainreaction

r.c.f. Relative centrifuge force

r.t. Room temperature

RANTES Regulated on Activation Normal T Cell Expressed and Secreted

Rev Regulator of virion

RIN RNA integrity number

RNA Ribonucleic acid

ROS Reactive oxygen species

RRE Rev-response elements

RT Reverse Transcriptase

s Seconds

Sec Second

Sry Simian Irununodeficiencv Virus

ssRNA Single-stranded RNA

STi Sexually Transmitted Infection

Tat Transactivator

TE Tris- ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

Ts T helper

TIR Toll/interleukin-l

TIRAP TIR dorlain-containing adaptor protein

TLR Toll-like receptor

TNF(a) Tumor necrosis factor (alpha)
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TNFRl Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor 1

TRAIL TNF-related apoptosis inducing factor

TRIF TlR-domain-containing adapter-inducing interferon-B

TRiM5cr Tripartite motif-containing 5

Trp Tryptophan

Tyr Tyrosine

TZ Transformation zone

ul Microlitre

TINAIDS United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS

UQCRFSI Ubiquinol-cytochromecreductaseiron-sulphursubunit

v Version

VEGF Vascular endothelial growth factor

VHR Vaccinia H1-related

Vif Viral infectivity factor

Vpr Viral protein r

Vpu Viral protein u

XIAP X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis
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Appendix B: HiV-1 peptide sequences

Number Sequence Length

MGARASVLSGGKLDA l5

2 SVLSGGKLDAWEKIR 15

3 GKLDAWEKIRLR 12

4 LDAWEKIRLRPGGKK l5

5 KIRLRPGGKKKYRLK l5

6 PGGKKK\T.LKHLVWA 15

7 KYRLKHLVWASREL l4

8 KHL\rWASRELERFAL 15

9 ASRELERFALNPGLL 15

10 ERFALNPGLLETSEG 15

1l NPGLLETSEGCQQII 15

12 ETSEGCQQIIGQL 13

l3 CQQiIGQLQPAL 12

14 QIIGQLQPALQ 1l

15 IiGQLQPALQTGTEEL 16

l6 PALQTGTEELRSLY 14

1l TGTEELRSL\TiTVA t4

l8 ELRSLYNTVATLYCV 15

19 YNTVATLYCVHQKI 14

20 ATLYCVHQKIEVI( i3

21 YCVHQKIEVKDTKEA 15

tt2 -



22 KIEVKDTKEALDKI

@
LDKIEEEQNKSQQK

@
@
TQQAAADTGNSSQV

@

14

23 t6

l424

25
15

26
15

27
14

28
14

29 GNSSQVSQNYPIV 13

30 QVSQNYPIVQNL

@
@
VHQAISPRTLNAWVK

13

31
14

15
32

JJ
15

34 SPRTLNAWVKVIEEK l5

35 NAWVKVIEEi<AF

WVKVIEEKAFSPEVI

ffi
SPEVIPMFSALSEGA

@
PQDLNTMLNTVGGH

@
AAMQML]<DTINEEAA

ffi
ffi

12

36
t5

37

38

39

15

15

15

40
14

41
t3

/14+z
15

43
15

44
15
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45 EWDRLHPVHAGPI l3

46 IPPGQMREPRGSDIA 15

47 MREPRGSDIAGTTSTL t6

48 SDiAGTTSTLQEQI 14

49 STLQEQIGWMTSNPPI 16

50 IGWMTSNPPiPVGE] 15

5l SNPPIPVGEIYKRWI 15

52 PVGEIYKRWIILGL 14

53 ryKRV/IILGLNKIVR l5

54 IILGLNKIVRMYSPV 15

55 NKIVRMYSPVSILDI 15
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